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The ability of the introduced tree Melaleuca quinquenervia (Cav.)

Blake to invade disturbed and undisturbed sites in Southwest Florida

was investigated by field experiments involving seeding anc planting

trials at regular intervals on a variety of sites. In conjunction

with these field studies, greenhouse experiments were undertaken to

determine moisture requirements for seed germination, plus seedling

growth under artificially induced hydroperiod variation and under

high and low dissolved oxygen in the soil water.

In the field studies, sites representative of common vegetation

types and various histories of land use were selected. The sites were

(1) longleaf pine flatwoods, (2) mixed hardwood--cypress forest, (3)

recently burned cypress forest, (4) dwarf-cypress forest, (5) wet

prairie, (6) mature cypress forest, (7) mangrove, and (8) recently

drained cypress forest.

One gram of seed (approx. 34,000 individuals) was sown monthly

on each of five randomly chosen 0.2 m
2

subplots within a 20 X 20 m

plot at each site. Periodic plantings of seedlings were also carried

out on each site. Seed germination, seedling survival, growth and

survival of planted seedlings, water level changes, soil moisture,

ix



dissolved oxygen content of the 'i.-rater on flooded sites I and species

CQwposition of the extant vegetation were recorded at each site.

No successful Nelaleuca establishment occurred on any of the

undisturbed sites, but a few germinated seedlings have survived on

the disturbed sites. Survival and growth of planted seedlings were

greatest on sites that were either recently disturbed or on those

without dense forest canopies.

The greenhouse experiments demonstrated that seeds germinate in

three days, even under"ater, but that they are sensitive to drying

and die if not kept moist. Greater height growth was obtained under

saturated soil conditions than under moist, ,,,ell-drained soil con-

ditions, but there ,,,as no significant difference in t..'1e average dry

weight of the seedlings from the two treatrents. The height grO\"th

of seedlings subjected to various'sc~edules of submergence was

retarded, and little or no growth occurred "'hile the plants were

underwater. There was no significant difference in the height growth

of seedlings grown under anaerobic soil conditions and those grCYYln

in flooded but aerated soil.

It appears that site disturbance coupled ,,,ith periods of time

in which the soil is either wet or saturated but not subjected to

extensive flooding are requirements for the successful invasion of

Melaleuca. The displacement of native vegetation by Melcleuca seems

unlikely in those areas where these conditions do not frequently

occur.

-A'---'-/ _,., _/1-
I .__ .

Chairman
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INTRODucrrON

This study is an attempt to define the important environmental and

biological factors that determine "hich sites in South Florida are sus

ceptible to the development of new ecosystems dominated by the intro

duced tree, Melaleuca quinquenervia (Cav.) Blake.

The South Florida environment has been particularly susceptible

to the introduction and successful establishment of exotic plant and

arumal species. These successful invasions have been brought about by

hu!nan-caused alterations of the environment augmenting the effects of

recurring natural ecosystem stresses, and by the fact that Florida,

with its Q~ique geographic position, is like a subtropical island sup

porting rna~y species that are characteristically colonizers from both

the tropical and temperate biomes, plus a number of endemic species that

are only found in South Florida.

Besides the ever-abundant naturalized roadside "eeds and the aquat

ic weed species, much of South Florida classed as "etlands has been

invaded by several aggressive exotic tree species. These include Mela

leuca quinquenervia (Cajeput), Shinus terebinthifolius (Brazilian-Holly),

Casuarina equisetifolia (Australia~-Pine), Colubrina asiatica, Ardisia

solanacea, and PsiditL.'7t guajava (guava). These species t,>/ere originally

introduced for eitha ..!:" ornamental or com...rnercia.l purposes a.nd have subse-

qu~ntly becoQe naturalizeci in SOD? areas they have become the most

conspiCllOU3 species in the landscape. Gener2.11y spea..'k::ing, these species

ezhibit characteristics of early successional invaders of aba"1doned farm
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fields, roadside ditches, hurric~ie-stressedcoastal areas, and other

disturbed areas. These characteristics include rapid gro~vth, short

life span, and the production of large quantities of small, easily

disseminated seeds.

Most of South Florida has been altered by massive drainage projects,

water control programs, and the introduction of nutrient rich waters

from agricultural runoff and sewage effluent. The lowered water tables

and hydroperiod changes resulting from these alterations have increased

the severity and frequency of fires, altered vegetation types, changed

nutrient availability and soil characteristics by the oxidation of

muck and peat soils, and reduced the duration of annual flooding.

These alterations have opened the door to significant long term changes

in the plant and animal communities of South Florida: changes that

will include exotic tree species well adapted to these new conditions.

Of particular concern is the tree, Helaleuca quinquenervia. It

seems to be well adapted to both the periodic fluctuations in water

level and frequent burning.. Federal aTld state land management agen-

cies and local conservation grou?s feel that the native flora and fauna

are threatened by such an aggressive invader, and that drastic changes

in L~e Florida landscape will occur if its spread is alloNed to continue.

Cursory --observations of the dense st2J.'1.Gs and the rapid spread of Hela-

leuea in some areas have led to its being lalJeled as a "raenace" or

"threat" wit..'hout effectively assessi:!.g its present a.Tld future role in

the South Florida ecosysten. Fa::::" eX?;.--:1.:;Jle, the observations made in

the folloving statement are in ne~d of thorough study:

IlShould the Helaleuca ca:lti:i.l~~ to spread it could do in
credibl~ damage. For one t;-.ir.; it could des-troy the
E·Jerglades as a \·.'ildlife ~-;.~-=-itat_ It is difficult to



see how any form of aquatic life could live in flooded areas
covered by Melaleuca. For the colonies already established
permit no sunlight to filter through. Once the trees
covered the glades, the area would become a biological
desert from the standpoint of animal life." (Smiley, 1973).

At present it may be more realistic to consider Helaleuca as an

indication that the Florida environment has already been significantly

changed by human activities. Melaleuca might better be =nsidered

as a symptom, not the cause, of vegetation changes and wildlife habi-

tat destruction. Elton (1958) pointed out that "invasions and out-

breaks most often happen in habitats and communities very much

simplified by man", while Odum (1971) noted that "an invader may be

filling a void in a new situation created by man although men are

tempted to blame the invader for causing the disruptions ".. Helaleuca

may have to be accepted as a neTN species in South Florida playing an

active role in the functioning of the ecosystem. Perhaps instead of

designing species-oriented control programs "'e should not only be

attempting to identify this role but also to be concentrating control

efforts toward environmental manipulation that would tend to correct

or reduce the effect the man-induced ecosystem simplification that

has favored exotic weed species.

Some basic questions that need to be asked and investigated are:

(1) 11hat environmental conditions are conducive to He1aleuca estab-

lisrunent? (2) ~fuich ecosystems or coa~unities are susceptible to

invasion? (3) tfnat effect \..,ill these c ..~anges have on both the natural

and human systems and their interaction? ~or ex&~le, what benefits

or detrLIr,ents 'dill vegetation changes have on natural ar:.d urban \-iater

supplies, ..,;ildli£e, recreation, ruLd overall image of South Florida as

an attraction to tourists <L'1d future resic'2nt.s? (4) ~·J:.lat p~csent and

future land u.se acti vi.ties ld.ill enco:..tro.ge or hinder these changes?

3
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Included in this report are a gene~al ~e'lie~·; of the G1.aracteristics

of Melaleuca, its history in South Florida, ~~G the description of

several greenhouse and field investigations that attempt to, if not

answer, at least shed some light on these questi.ons and provide a

basis for more thorough studies in the future.

Characteristics of !-~elaleuca

Nelaleuca quinquenervia (Cav.) Blake is a maTt".ber of the Nyrtaceae

family which is comprised of about 80 genera, i.ncluding Eucalyptus,

Callistemon, and Ps; clium, each of whic.'-l has been introduced into South

Florida, and in the case of PsidiQ~, successfully naturalized. Although

there are numerous species of the genus Eelale~.lca gro~m as ornamentals

in Florida, only Nelaleuca quinquenervia h2.S becorr:e naturalized (Sachet,

1953). Until rece~tlYI m~IY authors have cessribed the species as

!<elaleuca leucadendrcn Linn~ COT~Dnly, it is Y~law~ as cajeput, cajuput,

cajaput, punk tree, swamp tea tree, bro~n tea tree, paper-bark, broad-

leaved tea tree, white tea tree, white bottlebrush, whitewood, and

~lkwood (Meskimen, 1962). The ITDst freq~ently used common n~~s in

Florida are cajeput and pun.'l.c treei many people use the generic name,

Helaleuca, as a cornmon name.

There may be as many as 130 species of i·:e 1 aleuca t...ith all but

Melaleuca quinquenervia restricted to Australia (Corner, 1951), and some

authors doubt that this species OC:Cll:::-S naturally th2re (Ba.'..:er, 1913) ~

There has been much confusion ebo'..1.t its cl.ass5..ficatio:1, \,,-ith 27 distinct

le~ca leuc2.d~ndro~ ~ith nQ~erous varieti25 ~,~ co~tra2ictory descriptions
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(Ewart, 1917). It lias originally described from specisens collected

in India \olhere it is not believed to be native (EHart, 1917).

Melaleuca quinqusnervia is a slender upright tree, 12 to 30 m in

height and very often found with multiple stems apparently resulting

from frost or fire damage when young. The stems are often contorted

and covered with layers of thick, spongy Hhite bark. The leaves are

alternate. The flowers are white, sessile and borne on many flowered

spikes from 3 to 12 em long consisting of 30 to 70 flowers (Fig. 1).

Each flower contains a single stigma subtended by 30 to 40 stamens

and five Hhite petals. The spikes are borne on the terminal ends of

the branches, with ne,,, branch grm-lth and leaves appearing after

flowering (Meskimen, 1962; Long and Lakela, 1971).

FloHering in South Florida has been observed to occur throughout

the year, \"ith generally heavy blooms during the wet season, June

through November, but \-lith only sporadic flo~"ering occurring during

the dry season which occurs from. Decell'ber through Nay.. Neskimen (1962)

noted that individual trees may bloom as many as five tirr.es in a single

year and individual branches will support three or more blooms annually.

YOt.U1g trees were observed to bloom in their first year.

Although Melaleuca seeds are minute (34,000/gra~) (Meskimen, 1962),

they are unwinged a~d it is very common to find dense Melaleuca repro

duction around the base of a seed tree with only scattered individuals

any distance away. HO'o..;ever, the rapid growth of these trees and their

ability to produce seed within a year or b~o suggests that it can

spread rapidly from any isolated individual.

A b'lig or branch may support several :=i€ed crops of different ages,

\.;:-tich can be easily d-21ineated. Flot....ers a~e ah-:ays produced on the



Figure 1. ~elaleuca inflorescence and sertinous fruits.
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present season's growing tips, and branch elongation continues beyond

the inflorescence. Thus, the seed capsules from each bloom form

unique clusters that are separated from previous and future capsules

by the stem elongation occurring between blooming periods.

The seeds have been shown to remain viable for at least several

years within the seed capsule (Meskimen, 1962). Indications are that

a vascular break between the seed capsule and branch with subsequent

drying of the capsule is necessary for seed release (Meskimen, 1962).

Thus, sporadic seed release may occur at any time of the year by

occasional capsules being separated from their vascular connection

by radial stem growth, stem breakage, frost damage, and natural pruning;

massive seed release occurs after burning. Neskimen (1962) showed

that seed capsules on branches whose leaves were merely browned, the

seed capsules took somewhat longer to open. Meskimen (1962) also noted

that several million seeds can be shed by a single tree. In Java,

where Melaleuca is native, forests are regenerated after logging by

cutting off the branches and burning them. According to Burkill (1935),

many Javanese believe that fire ma'ltes l1elaleuca grOT" more luxuriantly.

The ability of Melaleuca to aggressively invade various types of

sites is in part a resuit of its tolerance to brackish water, flooding,

complete submergence, and fire. t~laleuca possesses several anatomi-'

cal and morphological adaptations that facilitate its ability to

thrive under these conditions and to rapidly inv~de suitable sites.

These adaptations or characteristics include the thiCk, fire-insulating

bark, a fire-triggered seed release mecha.."lsm, the storage for extended

periods of millions of seeds on a single tree, the production of adven

titious roots, and the ability to sprout fro~ sturr~s and stens after

felling.



Melaleuca quinquenervia has been described in Australia (Bailey,

1913), New Caledonia, Borneo, Java, Burma, Malaysia, and Viet Nam

(Swain, 1928). In Australia, where it is known as weeping or river

tea tree, it is found in brackish coastal s'.<amps and along coc1stal

river banks up to 16 Jan inland from southern !le,. South Hales through

Queensland and into the Northern Territory (Coa1drake, 1961), between

35 0 South latitude to 250 South latitude (Naiden, 1904). The cli",ate

is described as sub-htmtid to humid-tropical with marked wet ,md dry

seasons. The annual precipitation ranges from 900 to 1300 mm per

year. The annual pan evaporation is 1500 to 2300 mm per year and the

mean temperature ranges from 21 to 24°C in June and July and from 26

to 300 C in Decerrber and Janua-ry (Galloway, 1970).

In Queensland mixed stands of several species of !-1elaleuca have

been described growing along the sandy ban."<.s of the large rivers

that normally flood during the wet season. Here, Nelaleuca quinque~

nervia reaches a maximum height of 10 ITt.. It \yas noted, however, that

it was impossible to distinguish o~e species from another in the field,

but that data seemed to indicate that Melaleuca quinquenervia grew in

isolated pure stands within the ~~xec co~~unities (Coaldrake, 1961).

Nelaleuca also forms pure de:l.se stands in the lOT,v swarnplands on

both the east and west coasts of 2·:alaysia ~;lh9re it is knOwn as II ge l am".

Occasionally it is found as isola~2d stalCs inside the mangrove s~a~9s

(Coulter, 1952).

~·ialaY3ian p=:asants :,·;ill no::' L:3~ soil that. has supported i-!elaleuca

because they believe that the tree se~r2tes SO~2 substatce into the

s<Jil tnat prevents their rice fro::-~ dsvelcping. Studies by Coulter

8
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(1952) and Chow (1969) have sho-.·;" that these "gelam" soils are extremely

acid: a result of the high concentrations of sulfides in the soil.

During the dry season, or after drainage, the sulfides are oxidized,

forming sulfates, sulfuric acid, and toxic levels of iron and aluminum.

Although Melaleuca appears to tolerate very high concentrations of sul

fur in the soil, Coulter (1952) found that it does not absorb particu

larly large amounts of it and that it is not limited to soils with high

sulfur contents.

In Viet Nam, where it is known as IItram", Nelaleuca is located

directly behind the mangroves and is called "bad<-mangrove" (l'lillia.'lIS,

1967). Here, again, it grows to about 10 m in height on sandy soils

inundated with fresh to slightly brackish water during the wet season

,.,hile being drained and subject to frequent burning during the dry

season. Some botanists consider Nelaleuca to be a successional species

following mangrove and they feel that it occupies sites similar to

those occupied by Pterocarpus officinalis in Puerto Rico n'lilliams, 1967).

Outside of its native range, l'~elaleuca has becorn.e naturalized in

the Philippines (SaQ~et, 1953), India (Dastur, 1951), Madagascar (Louvel,

1951), Zaire (Neybergh, 1953), and Hawaii (Neal, 1948). In the conti

nental United States it has beco~e established in Southern Florida,

California, and Texas (Horta.." 1966).

Uses of Melaleuca

Nelaleuca was originally i:r.-:'roduced into South Florida as a possible

SQu!:"ce of ra','/ material for a ne'.·; rO:::2st indust~. Although it has never

aQ~ieved co;.~ercial valu~ it is ~ot 2evoid or possibilities. ~nroughout

its entire nat.ive range the pr.L~-a:-::-i use of ~-:elalenca has been as a source
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of fuel. In certain areas of Vie:: Na..rn a'1d Nalaysia \olhare mangrove is

not available, Melaleuca forests have been set aside as sources of fuel

for local villagers (Burkill, 1935).

Melaleuca wood has been described as hard, durable, and close

grained, but checks readily upon seasoning and tends to be brittle

(Schory, 1958). The wood is resistant to termite attack, is durable

in water and has been used for wharf piles, boat knees, and railroad

ties. It lias been recommended for furniture, cabinets, flooring, gun

stocks, framing, boat trim, and novelty items (Schory, 1958). It is

not particularly well suited for pulp. Pulping tests have shown that

the paper is strong, but high bleaching treatments are required

(Curran, 1934).

Numerous local uses have been found for Melaleuca bark and leaves.

In India, the bark 'vas originally 'Used as a form of paper for sacred

writings (Dastur, 1951). The bark is checically similar to cork (v/ilks,

1953) a~d has been used as pa~~ng material, floats for fishing nets,

insulation, and bedding. It is mildew proof ~'1d has been suggested £or

use in mattresses, upholstery, pillovTs, and life preservers (Schory I

1958). It is also used locally for leak-proofing roofs and for caulking

boats (Corner, 1951). In New Caledonia a tea is made from the leaves

(Burkill, 1935).

The aromatic volatile oil, cineol, is co~~ercially distilled from

the leaves and is used to treat a variety of illnesses and symptoms.

These include headache, toothac~~, earache, rh~L~atism, and cramps. It

is Dost cor..illl.only used in ointr:'.2p.t.S for ski.n diseases and as an expec-

tora!1t~ Tne islands of Boeroe 2':;":: Ceram in :':alaysia have been the

c!lief exporters of the oil. Ec·..ie~;er, it is Dore expensive than
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eu:.~lyptus oil and the quality specifica~io~s are quite rigid in the

United States, so its cowmercial i~portance here is limited (Morta~,

1966) •

The oil has also been promoted as ~, excellent mosquito repellent

for certain species of mosquitoes. and it has been used to rid animals

of lice and fleas (Guenther, 1950). In Florida, trees have been planted

near homes and around pastures with the hope of reducing t.t,e mosquito

problem. Some success has been reported (Schory, 1958).

Recent.ly it has been noted that Helaleuca has become a respiratory

irritant to sensitive people and causes allergic reactions in some

people who come into physical contact with it (Mortan, 1969).

Wnen Melaleuca honey sta-rted showing up in beehives, Florida bee

keepers "'!ere concerned that it w~ould destroy their industry. The honey

was reported to have a distinctive taste and to be foul smelling.

Since then, it has been found that by blending the honey it is salable

to bakeri es and health food stores t' and 1·!elaleuca has become importe...:...,.t

for producing package bees and 1..iax (NortaP.., 1966) ..

Introduction and Spread of Melaleuca in South Florida

Meskimen (1962) compiled a cOrJprehensive narrative describing the

people and areas involved in the introduction a..,d cultural spread of

Helaleuca in Florida. To revie,,·; t..-he seq'.:ence briefly, Nelaleuca 't,'as

int!':oduced into BrONard Courlty ~ear Davie by Dr. John C. Gifford in

1986 fro~ seed he obtai~ed fro~ ~he Sidney Bct~~ical Gardens in Aus-

tralia. He specifically reqU'::·.~':;~2-:' a species ,,·;ith the characteri:;tics

0: the Eucalyptus th2.t cO~_l2.d ~,Ti ::;--.stal:1 bot:::' tr.e flooding and fires of

ths Floric..a envirOnrr,2~Yt..
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At approximately the same ti~e, A. H. ;~drews of the Koreshan

Unity Nurseries at Estero in Lee County obtained seed from Melbourne,

Australia. Meskimen (1962) pointed out that, from two independent

descriptions of the South Florida climate and topography, t,.O Australian

authorities independently recomwended Melaleuca. Several other intro

ductions may have occurred, possibly from seed obtained outside of

Australia, but the authenticity of these introductions has been disputed.

\'ihen Helaleuca first escaped is not known but presuma!:>ly it occurred

within a few years after its introduction. There are indications that

A!ldrews may have scattered seed on various sites and aven today the

Koreshan Unity consider Helaleuca irrportal!t in refores'tation.

In 1936, H. Sterling of Davie scattered seed from an airplane

over large areas of \'1estern Brorllard County. Its use as a..'1 ornamental,

as Nindbreaks, and for fence rows has led to the establishment of ma.71Y

isolated pockets of reproduction. In 1940 alla 1941 the U. S. Army

Corps of Engineers operated a Melaleuca nursery and planted the species

along the levees of the Lake OkeeCt~obee Project to protect them from

erosion.

Areas Being Invaded in Lee a~d Collier Counties

Several ecologists have described L~e natural features of South

Florida and have noted i..;ith concern the introduction and spread of

exotic tree species including Nelaleuca. 7he p.":ost comprehensive de:s-

criptions hav2 been written by Davis (1943) f C~aighead (1971) 1 and

Alexander (1973). 'l'he follo',.iing is a slL-:-c~::.ry of their descriptions.

South Florida is c~1aracterize~l by flat. to~agraph~{ and lo~., ele~,,"ation

5 upporting di verse pI ~i:-lt commur-i ties deIir'.'2 2.;:~3. by slight changes in
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elevation and the concor::...mtant effects of drai!1age, salinity, and fire

that the different water regimes provide. F~nual rainfall is about 1700

rom, with the majority falling bet,,,een Nay and October.

Vast flatlands on either side of Lake Okeechobee support open pine

flatwoods of Pinus elliotii (slash pine) and extensive areas of palmetto,

grasses, sedges, and forbes, called wet prairies or dry prairies,

depending on the extent of surface flooding during the wet season.

l,ithin the flatwoods and prairies are scattered cypress domes, sloughs,

hardwood hammocks, and marshes. The Western Flatlands, as described by

Davis (1943), extend as far south as northern and western Collier County

where they gradually give way to cypress swamps and wet prairies in the

Everglades Basin, the Big cypress Swamp, and t!le mangroves.

Alexander (1973) described in detail the vegetation cllanges that

have taken place in South Florida over the past 30 years due largely

to the activities of people. The Western Flatlands, where they extend

into Lee and Collier Counties, were lumbered extensively starting in

1925. At present large areas near Naples and Fort Nyers have been

urbanized or are slated for development. Because the vIes tern Flatlands

are generally higher than other areas and have well-drained sandy

soils, the need for large drainage projects has been limited. The

extensive Golden Gate Canal System does extend into the southernmost

part of the Flatlands. Increasing a~ounts of land are being converted

to farming, citrus, and cattle rcnching, but these have generally spared

the cypress stands and sloughs. Fires have played an active role in

maintaining vegetation types illiC locally cause hea~y damage during

drought years.. As for n~laleuca, Jl..lexander (1973) stated that liThe

great.est threat to vrhat is left of the origir:.3.l ecosystem is the rarnpant
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invasion of cajeput. The fate of the natural succession in the invaded

areas of cypress and pine is unkn0~·m. Very few if any native woody

species are seen under the dense cajeput ca."1Cpy."

The Big Cypress area south of the Western Flatlands has been sub

jected to various degrees of manipulation ~~d subsequent vegetation

changes. Logging of the cypress and pine occurred between 1940 and

1957. The removal of most of the mature cypress from the large stands

has changed their species makeup. Farming in the Big Cypress has been

limited and generally unsuccessful except for cattle ranching in the

north. Drainage canals have probably been responsible for the greatest

changes in the western portion of the swa~p. Drainage has lowered

water levels, extended the dry period, a~d subjected the region to

more frequent fires. These changes appear to have enhanced the ~ove

ment of pine into areas formerly occupied by cypress.

The Big Cypress watershed has been divided into three subregions

delineated by the direction of water flow fu"1d the extent of man-caused

drainage. Subarea A covers about 1165 square kiloilleters (450 square

miles) in the northeastern part of Collier Co~nty. It drains in a

southeasterly direction into Conservation ~Iea 3 and ultL~ately into

Everglades National Park. Subarea B includes 1425 square kilometers

(SSG square miles) at the western end of t~e Big Cypress and is drained

to the south and west by an extensive syst~m of canals within the

Golden Gate and Fa~ka Union Ca~al co~plex. 7hese canals, which were

completed in 1970, have ac:celerat-:;d ruooff :3:.::: possibly lot...ered Hater

levels as much as 1.2 meters in a 140 sq~~e ~ilometer (54 square miles)

area east of Ncples. Subarea C covers 3755 s~uare ki1o~eters (1450

square r1iles) of eastern Collier Coun::y a.~'::i ;::·::-ept for the Ta.i11iami,
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Turner River, and Baron River Ca.."1als l drains naturally to the south

into the western half of Everglades National Park (Klein, 1970).

Much of the cypress s\'/arnp in subarea C re.r:tains inu...'1Ca.ted or wet

for all but three or four months of the year. Even though fire causes

some damage during drought periods, little vagetation cha'1ge has been

noted over the past 30 years (Alexander, 1973). l·;uc:h of subarea B was

formerly inundated each year during the wet season but no~..,-, with the

completion of the Fahka Union Canal and the Golden Gate System, this

area is effectively dry throughout the year. The pricar.i function

of these canals is to latHer peal.<. water levels to prevent ilooding.

The Fah.'<:a Union System contains about 30 ";eirs to control flow and

reduce the possibility of overdrainage. Because the ca..Tlals are shalloT,'1

it has been stated that drainage from the shallow aquifer that supplies

water to Naples is limited (1·1cCoy, 1972).

The soils in Collier and Lee Counties consist of sa""lc.s and marls

of various depths overlying limestone roc<. In many places the rock

is exposed or just below the soil layer. In t."-e :'lestern ?latlands the

soil depth to limestone ranges fron 3 to 100 m, while in the Big Cy

press and coastal areas the limestone may be exposed a...'1.d pitted with

solution holes. Generally the soil depth is from 0.6 to 1.5 m. These

soils are predominantly fine 5 ands, but in depressions and. s laughs the

amount of organic matter may cha~ge the texture co~sider~ly (Leighty,

1954) .

The most CODr."!on soil types in the pine la.:H1s of ~';23tern Lee and

Collier Counties are Arzell 2nd Pcspano fine s2...rlds. T21.'2"S3 are CL."r.arac-

terized by being nea~ly level, slightly acid, and poorly crained. Much

of the Big Cypress region that is :l.ot rockla.nd O~ orS2...'1ic is occupied
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by various phases of Ochopee fine sandy Earls. These consist of ~ix

tures of marine sands ~~d recent deposits of marla The depth may range

from 15 to 90 em (Leighty, 1954).

Organic soils are found in the cypress swa.'llpS, sloughs, and ponds.

In areas that have been drained and aerated or burned, the depth of

these soils is greatly reduced. The organic soils va..ry from 5 to 8 em

layer of mud<y fine sand to peaty mud<, to deep deposits of b=wn peat.

There is usually a layer of fine sand below the peat or mud< (Craighead,

1971) •

The vegetation of South Florida is subject to several environmental

influences that Check the successional sequence and maintain a situa

tion of permanently deflected clinaxes. These environmental influences

include fire, drought, flooding, frost and "hurricanes. The effect of

extended drought (caused by the artificial drainage) is e~~anced by the

increased incidence and severity of fires, a...'"1d this is particularly

important to consider when stuc1'.ling the spread of Nelaleuca. Histori

cally, fire has played aJl irnportai'1t role in e:.'-led<.ing har6Nood encroach

rrent into the pinelands ~ prairies, a.."1d cypress swamps, and it has

undoubtedly been related to ma11Y more subtle factors in the development

and maintenance of the South Florida lands cape. The increased frequency

a.'1d sev~rity of fire, on the other hand, may have significantly reduced

the ability of the native vegetation to compete \.,ith an aggressive fire

adapted species like ~·;elaleuca.

As previously statec., ~·:el2.1 :::uca is associated with fire throughout

most of its nati ve ranq~. The ir_-.::o:ease of fire in South .?lorida has

\.L~dolJbtedly aided its sp:::-ead. In ~';e',," Caledo:1ia it has been suggested

that t·:elaleucais mai.nt~i:'.ed by fi:re and ;.Toulcl be succeeded by l'~cacia,
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Psidiwn, and Lantana in the absence of fire (Sachet, 1953).. Whether

the elimination of fire in South Florida would halt the spread of ~

leuca and allow succession to reclaim Melaleuca-dominated sites is not

known, but any attempt to eliminate fire in order to control MQlaleuca

would lead to drastic changes within the native communities, which also

burn under natural ccnditions.

The Fort Myers District of the Florida Forest Service, which in

cludes Lee and Collier Counties, annually has the largest acreage

burned by wildfires in the State of Florida. It also supports some

of the largest stands of I·lelaleuca. Huch of this area is subject to

burning at any time of the year. For exazrple, in the Fort 11yers dis

trict in 1972, 21% of all fires occurred in March, 21% occurred from

June through August, and 40% of all fires occurred from I·lay through

Septerrber (Hofstetter, 1973). Data on the acreage burned during these

periods is not available, but generally the fires in the wet season

are lightning caused, alrrost ah<ays burn out at night, are usually

much less damaging; presulr.ably the total acreage blLrrled during the wet

season is much less tha..t'1 the acreage burned during the dry season.

Objectives

To develop an overview of the role of a r-!elaleuca ecosystem in

South Florida, several basic questions need to be investigated. For

example, does the existence of r·~e.laleuca si~ificantly alter the eco

system that it occupies or is ther2 just a o~e-to-one replacement of

C".ipress for Nelaleuca, each provi:lir:.y the s~\e fun.ction in the sa~.e

manner? Does Nelale'-lca, through ir~c::-eased transpiration, reduce iVater

levels, accelerate orga"..ic m.::-rtter oxidatio!1 2.....:'2 reduce water storage
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capaci.ty? \ViII Helaleuca perpetc.ate itself a'1d facilitate its own

spread by altering the hydroperiod, drying surface soils, and producing

conditions conducive to fire? ~'lhat ars the effects of having a con

tinually closed canopy over an ecosystem that normally (in the case of

cypress) sheds its leaves, resulting in high light intensities at

ground level during the winter?

To provide a basis for others to later answer these proposed ques

tions, this study attempts to identify the conditions required by

~:elaleuca for successful establishment a.'1d to ascertain if there exists

a relationship between the spread of 1(elaleuca and human-caused envi

ronmental changes. By defining the types of sites a.'1d conditions that

are favorable for the invasion of Melaleuca, a Fore realistic evalua-

tion of the role that Melaleuca will eventually play in South Florida

can be made.

For the past year several laborato:ry and greenhouse experiments

have been integrated with ongoing field studies, field observations,

previous studies, and models to provide i~sight into the invading capa

bility of Melaleuca under various site conditions. Descriptions of

experiIT£nts and field investigations presented include (1) modeling;

(2) germination tests ~'1der different moisture conditions; (3) initial

seedling growth and response to various hydroperiodsi (4) HelaJ.euca

establishment on a varie~y of sites during differ~nt seasons of the

year a~d under varying moisture conditio~si and (5) seedling survival

of naturally established ~-:elaleuc3.. Field stu6es 2.1S0 included the

no~ation of invasion patt2rns, a~d observa=ion of site conditions at

tr.e border betHeen ~-:81ale'_lca star:ds and n~tiT\.;e vegetation.



PRELIMn!k~Y MODELING

Hodeling and computer simulation are important tools for looking

at an entire ecosystem and trying to tie together various components

of a problem. /1odels can be used both for illustrating expected

responses under varied conditions and for providing clues to important

parameters and various avenues of approac.'J. that may be utilized in

investigating a particular problem.

Preliminary modeling is usually done t;·:hen an investigation is in

its initial stages of formulation and development. Modeling at this

time forces the investigator to identify those aspects of the problem

that are probably significant. If the model is then supported by field

observation and measurerrent, the data collected can be used to develop

more complex models 1 to extend the scope of a model simulation beyond

the time restrictions encountered in the field study, and to manipulate

different parameters for predictive purposes. In the case of this

study a preliminary model was developed during the initial phase of the

field and laboratorJ investigations.

Procedure

Figure 2 is a siw:?le prelimir'lary energy flo~v model of cypress ~'ld

~·:elaleuca as they are affected by 'dater lE.~vel and fire.. 'The rr.Od2l

illustrates the bio species utilizing an li.'1.1ir.tited resource. Periodic

drou.ght-induced fire burr.s both cypress and ~·:elaleuca bio[:1.ass I \';:"1ile

19
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Figure 2. Prelicinary model showing Melaleuca and cypress utilizing
an unlimited resource but b,dng differentially affected by
fire.
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at the same time triggering Nelaleuca seed release. The model was

scaled using generalized biomass and energy flow figures (Table 1).

Fire was induced by setting a threshold level for the water table.

In other words, below a certain amount of water storage, conditions

would be such that destructive fire would occur. The severity of the

fire was controlled by the amoul1t of biomass consumed. I'later level

fluctuations were simulated by using a sine wave: the undulation

representing the rise and fall of water levels. In this case each

cycle was time-scaled to represent a six-year drought cycle. Because

biomass loss or increase does not signify an actual increase in area

occupied or being invaded, a land occupancy factor is included. Land

occupied by one species is dependent on its own biomass increase or

loss, on the increases and losses of the competing species, and on the

land occupied by the competing species.

Results

The three simulations'presented (Figs. 3-5) show the increasing

effects of lowering the ~1ater level and subjecting the two species to

various degrees of fire severity. In the first simulation (Fig. 3) the

drought was not severe enough to trigger a fire and no excess losses

occurred on either species. Both continued to produce biomass within

the confines of the sites that they already occupied. Growth continued

until a steady state \-laS reached.

As the severity of G~e drought increased (Fig. 4) destructive

fires occurred. During each droug'Clt period both species lost bio::13.ss.

!:elaleuca sustained less loss due to its fire released seed and fire.

resistance. Cypress, although sig~ifica~tly burned d~ring each drought
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period, quickly returned to its i~itial co~·jition, thus preventing any

change in the arnount of land occupied by either of the tHo species.

In other words, cypress biomass in the fOn:1 of leaves, branches, a."1d

seedlings was readily consumed during burning, but the fire resis

tance of the larger trees and seed input prevented any change in the

occupancy of the land.

As droughts became more severe due to artificial drainage (Fig. 5),

fire caused more damage to cypress than to t'1e1 aleuca. The trees were

destroyed to such an extent that the cypress forest did not recover

before the next drought period and tite site was open to Helaleuca

invasion.

The three simulations illustrate the increasing effect of hydro

period shortening upon the cypress ecosyster.l, and the importance of

fire as a principle factor reduci~g the capacity of cypress to maintain

itself on a site ,,,here the hydroperiod is altered and drought severity

increased. On the other hand, fiz:-e nay have a stimulating effect on

Melaleuca growth and site invasion.
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SEED GERI1INATION III THE LABORATORY

Meskimen (1962) suggested t.hat t.!].e different-aged seed crops on

a tree may exhibit different degrees of viability. He selected eight

seed crops from one branch and germinated them under controlled con

ditions. His results showed that the most recent seed crop exhibited

the least germination while the third and fourth crops produced the

best results. The second crop was wirrway between these while the

older crops germinated more slowly and produced slightly less th~~ the

average germination rate of 20 to 28%. The results suggest that the

seeds require a ripening period within ~~e capsule and that older seeds

require slightly longer exposure t.o f2.vorable conditions in order to

effect germination. JakirrDva (1965) shoT..;ed that stratification

retarded the germination of Melaleuca seed.

Objectives

Melaleuca seed requires only a few days to germinate. The rrois

ture requirements to initiate gemination are thus probably easily

satisfied. However, for successful establis~~ent, moist conditions

must be maintained over a long pe~iod of tir.e. This suggests that

successful germination a~d est~lis~.ent ~ay be liQited to certain

seasonS of the year when adequate noisture is available, and that seed

ca."'1 be easily destro:,.'ea if initic.l :':1oistu~e levels are not maintained.

The eA~eriment described in t~i3 section was attempted to gain
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information on (1) the a.l'.ount of gennination to be expected under ideal

conditions; (2) the n~~er of days needed to effect gemination; and

(3) the effect of an initial period of ITDisture followed by drying

on germination.

Procedure

Five batches of three hlL'leu:-ed Nelaleuca seeds were selected ran

domly from seed collected near Estero in Lee County. Each batch was

placed in a petri dish on filter paper moistened ,,,ith distilled water,

covered, and placed under a light bank (2000 F. C., 12 hour light/dark

cycle) in an air conditioned room (23 to 26°C). A sixth batch was

prepared in a similar ma...'"1Iler but the seeds were subIi'.arged under approxi

mately 1 em of distilled water. The seeds would si~~ if surface

tension was broken by agitating the water. A seventh batch was pre

pared with 300 seeds selected fro~ seed capsules located on an 8-em

diarr.eter main stem, thus insuring that the seeds were at least several

years old. The first four batches of seed were subj ected to different

schedules of wetting, drying, and rewetting by removing the glass

covers. Treatments 5, 6, and 7 remained covered for the duration of

the experiment.. Daily seed ge.rrnination 1',.;as tabulated for ten days ..

The treatment schedules ~~d results are s~~~arized in Table 2.

Re.sults

Germination was ini~iated O~ the third day in the central (~5)

and the sUa!:':'.e.rged (t~6) tre3.t::r:t'2nt.s. G~rmin2tiCln \'l~s d~laY2c1 one day in

treatments #1' and ?2 aDd 2 c1a'{s in treatrc.ent :0:3. Thirteen seeds ger-

ni._rlatec1 in trea-tP.1ent ~Li cefo2':"c t~:'2 dry pC2':"iod, all of Hhich died before



~ABLE 2. Daily, total, and percent germination obtained from seven batches of 300 seeds subjected
to different moisture regimes.

GERMINATION TESTS

Day
No. Treatment 1/2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total %

1 Wet 12 hours then air dried 0 dry 0 0 66 21 16 16 2 0 0 121 40
12 hours before rewetting 0

----

2 Wet 24 hours then air dried 0 0 dry 0 13 35 2 17 3 0 0 70 23
24 hours before rewetting 0

._--- ---- ---------------------------- --- --

3 ~vet 40 hours then air dried 0 0 0 dry 0 19 24 3 1 0 0 47 16
24 hours before rewetting 0

4 \'et 72 hours then air dried 0 0 0 13 dry 0 0 15 13 8 0 36 12
24 hours before rewetting 0

i--

5 Control---moist conditions 0 0 0 12 62 11 4 11 15 0 0 115 38

6 Submerged 0 0 0 14 40 2 3 15 4 0 0 78 26

7 Seeds from old capsules-- 0 0 0 0 23 28 7 11 6 0 0 75 25
moist oonditions

w
o



rewettin9 and further gerr.Unation Has delayed 2 more days. Treatr:1ents

#1 and #5 (Control) exhibited the greatest germination percentage.

Less germination occurred as the dry period carre later. The older

seeds in treatment #7 and the submerged seed in treatl1'ent #6 exhibited

approximately 35% less germination than t.1>e control.
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HYOIDPERIOO VARIATION IN THE GREENHOUSE

~Ielaleuca exhibits a preference for sites that are periodically

flooded and, at least under some conditions, its seeds will germinate

under water; the seedlings will tolerate total submergence for an

undetermined amount of time. Trees growing in flooded areas develop

a fibrous mat of roots just below the high-water level, and this root

mat is apparently sloughed off at the end of each wet season. Large,

permanent, woody adventitious roots have been observed on trees g~wing

in the impounded waters of Conservation Area 3 in Dade County, where

the soil surface may remain saturated even during the dry season ..

Adventitious roots may develop on any part of the tree that is

in contact with the water, including branches, horizontal ste~s, and

leaves. Greenhouse experiments conducted by Meskimen (1962) indicated

that Melaleuca will grow better in undrained conditions, and that plants

submerged for 84 days did not lose their capacity for normal growth

once the excess water was removed.

Objectives

This greenhouse experirrent was designed to (1) deterr.dne the effect

of different water regimes on seedling gro~th and development, and (2)

gain information on the length of ti:we ~~elaleuca seedlings can ~"ith

stand submergence.
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Procedure

Batches of approximately 300 seeds were placed in a total of 35

13-ern clay pots =ntaining a greenhouse soil-sand mixture. The pots

were divided into seven groups, each group consisting of five pots.

Each group was subjected to different treatP.'.ents of water level flue-

tuation by placing the groups under different schedules of subrr.ergence

using large galvanized steel tubs filled with Gainesville tap water

(Fig. 6). Water level was maintained at least 10 ern above the soil

in the pots and the water was replaced once a week. The different

treatments (Fig. 7) were as follows:

Treatment #1 - Soil maintained moist but well drained for the duration

of the experiment.

Treatment #2 - Soil maintained saturated for the duration of the ex-

•periment by raising the pots within the basins so that

the water level corresponded to soil level in the pots.

Treatnent #3 - The pots \overe alternated on a two Heek basis" being

submerged for 0';0 ,".,reeks in the tub then removed al1d

maintained moist but well drained for UNO weeks before

resubmergence for another two weeks.

Treatment #4 - Pots alternated every three days from submerged to drained.

Treat~ent #5 - Soil kept moist but drained for two months and then

submerged for the duration of the experiment.

Trea'tment #6 - Soil kept rroist but drained for one month and then

slL0merged for the duration of the experi~en't.

Treat~ent #7 - Pots continuously subffierged for the duration of the

experirr:ent.
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Fi~ure 6. Two treatments in the hydroperiod variation experiment.
Left: Five replications of the submerged treatment.
Right: Five replications of the saturated treatment.



Figure 7. Diagram of the treatment schedules in the greenhouse
hydroperiod variation experiment.
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Once germination occurred the seedling3 were thinned to ten trees

per pot. Height growth rr.easurements were made after 3 roonths and 6

months. After 6 months, treatments 1, 2, 3, and 4 were harvested for

root and shoot dry weight determinations. T-.-lO pots each from treat

ments 5, 6, and 7 were reIlIOved from the tubs and maintained moist but

well drained. The other three pots of these treatments are still

being maintained under flooded conditions after 12 ITDnths.

Results

The seeds in each of the treatments exhibited no gross differences

in germination rate or total germination. No counts were made because

the amount of seed sm...n "as only approximate. After thinning, some

seedlings "ere lost by the mechanical disturbance encountered while

removing the pots from the \vater and vice versa. These losses \'lere not

included in the calculation of average height grol-lth and average dry

weight; therefore, it is possible that the seedling gro"th may have

been greater in those pots with less than 10 seedlings due to less

crowding and competition, but this is unlikely to have affected the

results significantly. No losses occurred that could be attributed to

the detrimental effects of a particular treatment.

The comparative growth differences after three and six months

are shown in Figure 8. Average height in each of the seven treatments

is illustrated in Figure 9 with the measurements ta~en after 3 a~d 6

months. After 3 months the height was greatest in the well-drained

treatnent (#1) !...:hic~ aY,,'eraged 13.0 em per tree, Hhile the trees in the

saturated treatf:1.ent (#2) gre~·l an average 11.9 c:r:'. per tree.

He-as urerC':en ts ta.k.cn afte:c 6 months sho·,,;ed that the average height



Figure 8. Growth differences in the·hydroperiod variation experiment
after (a) three months; and (b) six months.
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of the seedlings grown in the sat 1..lrated soil (#2) exceeded by 12 em

the average height of the seedlings grown in moist well-drained soil

(#1). Using a t-test, the difference between the means was determined

to be significant to the 99.5% confidence level.

Although the seedlings grmvlng in the saturated soil were con

siderably taller than those in the moist well-drained treatment, they

seemed to produce weaker stems that >lere unable to support the aerial

portions in an upright position. This may be a normal response in a

rapidly growing tree; however, it appears from the very little differ

ence exhibited between the average dry weights of the shoots and roots

from these two treatments (Fig. 10), that less biomass is produced

Q~der saturated soil conditions. Possibly more intercellular spaces

are produced under saturated soil conditions to facilitate the diffu

sion of oxygen through the stem to the roots. The roots in treatment

#2 (saturated soil) also protruded above the soil level around the

edges of the pot. l1hen the seedlings in this treatment were harvested,

it was found that a considerable portion of the root system 'vas between

the soil surface and a dense algal mat that developed over it.

The seedlings in treatments 6 and 7 (submerged most or all of the

tirre) produced leaves that appeared to be morphologically distinct

from normal leaves. They were considerably smaller than the normal

leaf, more lanceolate in shape, and. developed in a tight rosette T".,ith

out any apparent lengthening of the internodes. The seedlings in

treatment #5 (moist 2 ~onths then submerged) lost their normal leaves

after subQergence, then produc€G si~lar clusters or rosettes of leaves

at the end of the stem. Athie: 21gal mat developed over the soil sur-

face in each of the treatn.'C:nts J::~&t: were subw.erged for a considerable
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aIT':OlUlt of time; in SOr.1.e cases the algal mat. alr.'Ost coI:lpletely covered

the seedlings.

After ten m:mths only tim seedlings remained in the treatment

that waS continuously submerged. In the other two submerged treat

ments no surviving seedlings could be detected. Two months later, or

after one year of total submergence, only one seedling, ,,,hich was

almost completely covered with algae, remained. The seedlings that

were in the pots that were removed from submergence after six months

appeared to resume normal grmvth.
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THE RESPONSE OF NELALE:UC/\ TO .AL'lI\£IDBIC SOIL CONDITIONS

From the results of the previous experiment, it seems likely that

Melaleuca can grow at least equally as well under saturated or flooded

cxmditions as under r.toist, well-drained conditions; however, observa-

tions in the field seem to indicate that Melaleuca prefers seasonally

flooded sites over those which are continuously flooded. This suggests

that long term flooding may be detrimental to Melaleuca growth, or at

least it may be unable to compete with cypress on continuously flood.ed

sites and that low dissolved oxygen levels in the water may be a

determining factor. Generally, in aquatic ecosystems, the amount of

dead organic matter present has a strong affect on the amount and

distribution of dissolved oxygen (Ruttner, 1963). Fires during sea-

sonal droughts can consume the muck and peat, thereby reducing the

amount of oxidizable organic matter in the water when the site is

flooded and probably increasing light intensities for photosynthesis

by eliminating some of the vegetation shading a site. Drainage aerates

organic soils which increases their oxidation. This suggests that

dissolved oxygen levels may be higher in floodwaters on sites that

are relatively open, are flooded for short periods, and have been
I

recently burned.

Objectives

The following eh~eriment was set up in an attep-pt to find out

whether Melaleuca, at least in the short run, is adversely affected ~y
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anaerobic soil conditio~ caused by low oxygen levels in flood waters.

If so, this would suggest t...1.at the continuing growth of r'~elaleuca on

a site may be dependent on fire &~d the maintenance of relatively short

periods of flooding.

Procedure

Ten Melaleuca seedlings were grown from seeds in the greenhouse.

They "ere divided randomly into t-"o groups and each group was planted

in a 19-1iter glazed croc.'<. The two croc.'<s contained organic soil

collected from a cypress strand in southe= Collier County. Both

crocks were flooded with distilled water, leaving about 8 em of water

standing above the soil level. The crocks were covered with card:ooard

to prevent algal photosynthesis, and the trees protruded through

holes in the cardboard. !\ir was bubbled through the surface water of

one of the treatments. The dissolved oxygen content of the water of

both treatments was monitored periodically using a YSI Model 54 Oxy-

gen Meter. Height gro\~h of the seedlings was recorded at the beginning

of the experiment and after 34 days.

Eesults

The surface water of the aerated treatment remained saturated

~~th dissolved oxygen for the duration of the experi~ent, while in

L~e unaerated treatment clissolved oxygen averaged 1.1 ppili. Table 3

shows the initial heig~t of each seedling, height after 34 days, the

change in height and c.ea1l. heigh"t. Se2dlings in the r.onaerated treat-

Dent exhibited a mean ~E~ight gro·,::'h of 43.~ en while the nean height

gro".·rth of the aera"tcd ;"~2E:dlings \;e.s 41.5 CD. A t-test of the hY~0thesis



TABLE 3. Seedling growth under aerated and an~erobie soil conditions.

TREATMENT

NON-AERATED AERATED

Ini tial Height after Diff. Initial Height after Dift.
Height (em) 34 days (em) (em) Height (em) 34 days (em) (em)

40.0 84.2 44.4 26.0 70.8 44.8

35.5 78.5 43.2 47.8 101.8 54.0

34.9 81.0 46.1 44.1 88.1 44.0

35.1 78.6 43.5 32.6 58.2 25.6

53.5 88.4 34.9 39.8 79.0 39.2

~lean 39.8 82.1 43.4 38.1 79.6 41.5

""0"\
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that the treatments did affect height gro~~~ indicated that there was

no significant difference between the me~~ height gra;th of the two

expe riments.

The trees in the nonaerated treatment produced a massive amount

of adventitious roots between the water level and the soil, and the

roots within the soil penetrated only 8 em. The soil, when removed,

produced the distinctive smell of hydrogen sulfide, indicating that

it was anaerobic.

Roots in the aerated treatment extended to the bottom of the

crock, indicating that the air supplied at the surface was able to

diffuse into the soil. Only a few adventitious roots were produced.

Root biomass measurements were not taken due to problems in extracting

the roots from the soil. However, there was no distinctive differences

in root appearance.



FIELD STUDIES

Although greenhouse and laboratory experiments can provide some

indication of what to expect under field conditions, one is hesitant

to draw conclusions based on these results alone. The important ques

tion still re~ains: under what field conditions will Melaleuca success

fully invade a site? site conditions favorable to Melaleuca invasion

were studied by Meskimen (1962). He seeded several sites having

different soil characteristics and supporting various vegetation types.

In the greenhouse, he simultaneously ran germination tests on soil

samples collected at each site. His results indicated that Melaleuca

did well on acid san&.l soils, while alkaline narl soils did not gener

ally induce germination. Good germination was obtained on soils already

supporting Melaleuca, indicating that the large stands in Lee Co~~ty

are not only the result of the initial introduction there but also a

response to favor-:l.ble soil conditions. Ochopee marl soils did not

generally induce germination, even though some of the sites already

supported Melaleuca plantations. This indicated that even on unfa

vorable sites, conditions at ti~B5 may be conducive to establish~~nt.

This is apparent when one considers that Heskimen (1962) pointed out

that by 1960 a 14-year-old pla~tation growing on Ochopee marl near ~~n-

roe Station in Collier County had not produced any reproduction. Since

then it has reproduced and spread several Di12s trow the original planta-

tion. This may be an in:.licatio:l that soil characteristics are not as
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significant as previously believed and that P.lOistL1re conditions present

at the tima of seed release a.nd during initial establishment may be

at least as important. Meskimen (1962) concluded that his results

supported the hypothesis that germination and establishment may be

controlled by soil pH and its ramifications, and that much of South

Florida's wetlands that are underlain by alkaline marls are not as

susceptible to Melaleuca invasion as are those areas underlain by acid

sands.

The present distribution and direction of spread of Helaleuca in

South Florida are along the east and west coasts, and ce~tered around

the areas of original introduction. It has been generally assu..'1led

that these distribution patterns are an expression of prevailing -".;ir,·:Js

and drainage patterns that act as seed disseminators. This explar..a-

tion has led to the conclusion Llcat the vast inla."d areas of South

Florida are relatively free of~~ due to the paucity of seed

reaching these areas and that it is only a matter of time before

l1elaleuca \·,ill become a conspicuous part of these inland ecosystems.

Thus the t .."o predominant explanations for the present distribu-

tion and future spread of Helaleuca are (1) Nelaleuca ,;ill be largely

limited to the east and west coasts by differences in the soil charac~

teristics, and {2} the present distribution and direction of spread are

controlled by biogeographical influences, including the availability

of a seed source.

Objectives

It seems lmlikely that ~1elale~~ would be adap~ed to practic3l1y

all sites in South Florida. 00~Jiously there are sites that have ::ee:l
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~ore susceptible to Melaleuca invasion than others. I feel that cer-

tain definable site conditions, Doth biological and physical, are

prerequisites for Melaleuca establishment, and that Melaleuca will be

largely limited to these sites in South Florida.

Field studies were set up to determine what types of sites are

suitable for successful Helaleuca establishment and to delineate some

of the important parameters that influence germination and provide

for subsequent growth and su....-"ivaL The factors considered were the

time of year of ,seed release, soil rraisture require~~nts, the influence

of water level and hydroperiod, the effect of site disturbance and

land use history, and vegetation type.

Procedure

Initially six study sites were selected, one in eac~ of the fol

low'ing vegetation types: pine flatwoods, mixed har&vood--cypress I

dwarf cypress, sawgrass wet prairie, mature cypress, and mangrove.

Four sites were established in Ja.'1uary 1974. Studies '-Iere begun in

the mature cypress forest and sawgrass sites in February. ~vo more

sites were later established as conditions and preliminary results

presented new problems. A mixed hard\wod--cypress site burned in April,

so a plot \-'as established there in Hay.. An eighth site was established

in late July 1974 as water conditions on the other sites indicated

that the water levels on these sites were probably not signific~~tly

altered by drainage ~ This neH site I"'as established in a \.;ell-drained

cypress stand with two drainage ca~als located within 200 m of the

plot, one to the sou~h and tile oth8~ to th8 west.

Plot numbers, (~_'ltQ of esta'.:::li.sx~l.cn-t, location, vegetation type,
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and general characteristics of the field plots are listed in Table 4.

Figure 11 shows the location of the eight sites.

At each site a 20 m by 20 m plot VIas arbitrarily chosen and marked

off with a north-south, east-west orientation. An attempt was made to

layout the plots over an area exhibiting varying degrees of =ver,

vegetation changes, and topography that appeared co~~n and representa

tive of conditions found in Southern Florida. The plots were divided

into 0.2 m subplots, each a meter apart, with five subplots chosen for

each month of the study. Each of the five subplots were seeded rronthly

with 1 g of seed. The seed was collected from a large uniform Nela

leuca stand near Estero, Lee County, and was periodically tested for

viability. Other subplots on the same plots were randomly selected for

the planting of greenhouse-grown seedlings. The original plan was to

seed 5 subplots on each plot approximately once a month for at least

a year and record germination a'1d survival ~ 'Lie longest time beto;'ieen

seedings was 57 days, the shortest was 23 days, and the average was

34 days.

Plantings were not carried out on a monthly basis. It was intended

to get at least 5 seedlings established as soon as possible on eac~ plot

and observe their grm.n:h through t.~e year. The first pla'1ting did not

take place until Narch 31. This ',ras well into the dry season and prac

tically all of the seedlings did not survive their first month. A

second planting ,"vas made on t1ay 25. At this time the soil on all sites

was moist, due to several early wet-season sto~s. Nevertheless, only

about half of the seedlings survi,/ed the plar.t.ing. Five subplots on

each plot \'lere again pla::'lted in J:lly, ""h'3t1 rr.ost of the sites 'dere flooded.

In this case, survival -,"las 100-0'" .:tIter tile fi:cst fctOnth. Also, plots t'2,

#3, and the newly es"tablished plo-:=. #8 t.'Jere pla..1ted in August \'lith both



TABLE 4. Study plot locations, dates of establishment, and descriptions.
DAT!':

PLOT ESTABLISHED

1 January 18

2 January 19

VEGETATION TYPE

Longleaf pine flatwood

Hixed hardwood--cypress
swamp (not burned with
in two years)

LOCATION

Estero, Lee County.

South of Alligator
Alley on the east
side of the Fahka
hatchee Strand.

CHARACTERISTICS

Sandy well-drained soil.

Shallow sandy peat soil; drained in dry
season with 15-35 em of surface water
during the wet season.

3 Hay 25 Hixed hardwood--cypress
swamp (burned in April
1974)

Adjacent to the
south side of plot
jf 2 •

Same as plot #2 except slightly higher
topography with 5-25 em of surface
water in the wet season.

4

5

G

January 19 Dwarf cypress

February lG Sa~'l-grass wet prairie

Pebruary 16 Mature cypress strand

North of the Dade
Collier Training
Jetport in eastern
Collier County.

One mile west of 40
Nile Bend in west
ern Delue County.

Three miles east of
Monroe Station in
Collier County.

Shallow sandy marl soil; drained in the
dry season, 5-25 em of surface water
in the wet season.

Shallow marl soil over limestone; drained
in the dry season, 10-20 em of standing
water during the wet. senson.

Muck to peat soil; drained in the dry
season, 20-70 em of surface water during
the wet season.

1,'

7

8

January 19

August 12

White mangrove--Spar
tina swamp

Drained cypress

Five miles NW of
Carnes town in Col
lier County.

Pour miles NE of
Golden Celte in
Collier County.

"

Brown fibrous peat; saturated in the dry
season, 10-30 em of surface water during
the wet season.

Deep sandy soils; artificially well
drained throughout the year.

V1

'"



Figure 11. Map of southwest Florida showing the location
of the study sites.

1 Longleaf pine flatwood

2 Mixed hardwood--cypress forest

3 Burned mixed hardwood--cypress forest

4 Dwarf cypress forest

5 Wet prairie

6 Mature cypress forest

7 Mangrove

8 Drained cypress forest
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a !-te laleuca and a cypress seedling on eac..1. 0 f the five subplots, in

order to obtain a comparison of cypress a..'1d [·!elaleuca seedling grop,Hth

under nearly identical field conditions. The cypress seedlings were

obtained in February from the d,;arf cypress site and kept in the

greenhouse until they were repla!1ted in the field. Only three sites

were selected for planting because of lack of cypress seedlings. All

seedlings were planted bare-root, the soil being washed off just prior

to planting. Initial height and monthly growth in=ements were re

corded and growth responses were noted.

During each visit one surface soil sample was ta~en for soil

moisture determination. This was by no means a representative sample,

but the time limitations of weekend,trips precluded the design of a

more sophisticated sa",-npling procedure; nevertheless, aT} indication of

reonthly changes was obtained.

During the Harch trip 3.8 em diameter g:llvanized iron pipes '>',ere

driven into the ground for water level deterTItinations. An attempt was

made to place each pipe as close to the center of the plot as possible,

but where bedrock was near the surface, several borings were made to

set the pipe as deep as possible. No pipe was placed either on site

5 (sawgrass), due to the shallowness of the soil, or on site 3 (burned),

due to its proximity to site 2 where one pipe served both sites. Mon

thly water level changes were recorded. In July and August weekly

measurements \-Tere made. P~so, ~·,ater depth neasure:r..ents i.o,Jere made at

each of the seeded or planted s~J~lots on the flooded sites to get an

idea. of the topograpnic changes ~-;ithin e2.ch plot.

Starting in July, "';!'Len nost or the ploes ~"'ere flooded, ",·,eekly

dissolved oxygen [t2i1Su:ce:I.ents '·;Cr.2 iJace of the surface Hacer using a
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modified Wi~~ler reethod. The sa~ples were taken from the plot centers.

Again, only one sample \vas taken per site each week, and the time of

day when the sample was taken varied, so the data can only be consi

dered an indication of the dissolved oxygen contents under .,hich seed

ling establishment was attempted.

In addition to a qualitative description of the vegetation on

each site, forty 1 m2 subplots .,ere randomly selected, and the terres

trial and rooted aquatic plant species that occurred on each subplot

.,ere recorded.

Results

Site descriptions

The longleaf pine flao;ood site is located just south of the

Koreshan State Park in Estero, Lee County. It is dominated by Pinus

palustris t1ill (longleaf pine), Sprenoa repens Hook. f. (saw palmetto) ,

a~d Befaria racemosa Vent. (tarflower) (see Fig. 12). Melaleuca is

abundant around the site a..'1d there have been numerous seed crops re

leased in the vicinity. However, no Melaleuca is growing on the site

except where there are obvious depressions in the topography.. The 20 rn

by 20 m plot is free of ?·~elaleuca. The predorninaTlt species on this

site are listed in Table 5.

Tne soil is a well-drained deep sa~d, probably low in fertility.

Monthly soil moisture w~csureme~ts presented in Figure 13 illustrate

that pea.1<. moisture levels \'lere rcac..'led during a t.hree month period

betw"een t.lay and July. The rest of the year the moisture levels \vere

10(.'/ and the soi 1 surface dr}'.



Figure 12. Longleaf pine flatwood site.
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TABLE 5. List of common plants on the longleaf pine flatwood site and
their abundance expressed as a percent of the total number of sample
plots where they occurred.
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WOODY PLANTS

Befaria racemosa

Serenoa repens

Pinus palustris

Ilex glabra

Quercus myrtifolia

HERBACEOUS PLANTS

Hypericum brachyphyl1um

Andropogon capillioes

Aristida spiciformis

Aristida tenuspica

Lachnanthes caroliniana

ABUNDANCE

97.5

82.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

45.0

26.5

12.5

10.0

5.0
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Figure 13. Monthly soil mois tUN changes am! length of flooding on
the lon~leaf pine flatwood site.
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The water level (shown in Fig. 14 for all sites) at this site was

subsurface except for a one-week period in July when heavy rains occurred

in Lee County and the water level rose to the surface, causing ?ome

puddling. The lowest water table recording was in late April when it

dropped to 172 cm below the surface. The highest reading of 2.0 em of

surface water was recorded in July. This site, with the· possible excep

tion of the drained cypress forest site, had the lowest average water

level and the shortest period of flooding of any of the study areas.

The mixed hardwood--cypress forest site is located just south of

Alligator Alley, along the west edge of the Fahkahatchee Strand in

Collier County. It is dominated by Taxodium ascendens (pond cypress),

Fraxinus caroliniana Mill. (pop ash), and Acer rubrum L. (red maple).

The site apparently burned a few years ago and many hardwood snags are

now present. The loss of these trees have made the canopy relatively

open and the soil is densely covered with herbaceous plants (see Fig. 15).

The more abundant species are listed in Table 6. No Melaleuca was lo

cated on the plot or near the site. The closest observed ~lelaleuca trees

were at least 15 km away.

Approximately 1 m of sandy peat soil overlies limestone bedrock.

The topography change from high to low point within the plot is 21 cm.

Soil moisture measurements, as shown in Figure 16, indicate that rela

tively high moisture was present in the soil during"January and Febru-

ary. It was reduced in Harch and April and the soil surface became dry.

Early wet season rainstorms caused the soil moisture to increase in May.

By June, the site \·,as flood..:;d.

~..,rater level on this site fl:"lc:tuated fro=n 1 m belo",·, Lhe surface



Figure 14. Water level changes on the eight study plots.

0 0 Longleaf pine flatwood

"". \/ Mixed hardwood--cypress forest/', /\

Burned mixed hardwood--cypress forest

8 il Dwarf cypress forest

A .. Wet prairie

0 0 Hature forestcypress

Q 0 Mangrove

D " Drained cypress forest
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Figure 15. Mixed hardwood--cypress forest site.
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TABLE 6. List of common plants on the mixed hardwood--cypress forest
site and their abundance expressed as a percent of the total number of
sample plots where they occurred.

WOODY PLANTS ABUNDANCE

. Taxodium ascendens (trees)

Taxodium ascendens (seedlings)

Acer rubrum

salix caroliniana

Baccharis halimifolia

Fraxinus caroliniana

Myrica cerifera

Ficus aurea

HERBACEOUS PLAl'lTS

BlechnQ~ serrulatum

Mikania batatifolia

Ludwiqia repens

Boehmeria cylindric a

Polygonum hydropiperoides

Cladium ja~~icensis

Cyperus haspen

Ponted2ria lanceolata

32.5

5.0

25.0

22.5

10.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

90.0

65.0

42.5

32.5

22.5

12.5

10.0

7.5
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Figure 16. Monthly soil moisture changes and length of flooding on the
mixed hardwood--cypress for~s: site.
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during the dry season to a relatively constan~ level of 20-25 em above

the surface in June, July, and August. It beg~~ to drop off again in

September. By late Novel1'ber approximately three-fourths of the plot

was still flooded, making the hydroperiod about six months long.

Dissolved oxygen readings for all sites are given in Table 7.

The dissolved oxygen content of the flood waters at the mixed hard

wood--cypress forest site was fairly low. The greatest amount recorded

was 2.56 ppm, taken from an afternoon sample. The other measurements

were ta'<.en at midmorning and this may account for the lower values.

The burned mixed-hardwood-cypress forest plot is located adjacent

to the previous plot, within the same vegetation type. This plot ,.,as

established after a fire had burned up to the edge of the other plot

on Harch 31. This presented an opportunity to observe differences

between a recently burned site and one that had had a few years to re

cover. The fire completely eliminated the ground cover and/or killed

many of the hara.mods. Tne plot was established on Nay 25, after a few

days of rain, and only a fS'" grasses and herbs had sprouted. The pre

dominant woody vegetation on the plot was pond cypress (Fig. 17). A

list of the other abundant species are given in Table 8.

No soil samples were ta'<en 0:1 this plot. Topography change with.in

the plot from high to lad point is 17.5 em. This plot is slightly

higher than the adjacent plot and the soil is shallower~ Therefore,

the length of the flood period ITca::./ be as much as .a month shorter than

on the adjace:1t plot.

The Hater level m:~aSl.lrement5 .9.r8sero.-ted i71 Figure 14 show that the

su!:'face 'dater during the 't;et se·?:;:;o:-!. averaged slightly less than 20 em

deep_ The water t.ablc \lias more 7::-l2i...l 1 m ben2-3.t.h the surface c1uri:1g



TABLE 7. Dissolved oxygen measurements taken on flooded study sites.

~lIXED HARJ);,/OOD--CYPRESS FOREST SITE WET PRAIRIE SITE
Dissolved Oxygen Dissolved Oxygen

Date Time Content of Water (ppm) Date Time Content of Water (ppm)
llugust 10 1500 2.09 August 11 1600 9.49
,~ugust 18 1100 1.08 August 18 1600 8.17
J-\ugu.st 24 1000 0.65 August 24 1400 3.17
1\ugust 29 1100 1. 32 August 30 1000 3.74
October 15 1500 2.56 October 17 0900 3.15
Novcl:!ber 30 1400 2.76 November 30 1200 6.54

i>1IXED HMill\'IOOD--CYPRESS

Dilte Time
August 10 1500
August 18 1100
August 24 1000
August 29 1100
October 15 1500

FOREST (BURNED) SITE
Dissolved Oxygen
content of Water (ppm)

2.09
1.08
0.87
2.42
4.14

Date
August 9
August 18
August 24
August 31
October 17
November 30

MATURE CYPRESS

Time
1500
1500
1300
1600
1000
1300

FOREST SITE
Dissolved Oxygen
Content of Water (ppm)

3.64
1. 51
0.87
1. 32
1. 38
1.09

Time
1400
1000
0900
1500
1400
1100

Date
August 9
August 18
August 24
l\uqUDt 20
October 16
November 30

DI'/ARF CYP RESS SITE
Dissolved Oxygen
Content of I'/ater

4.45
1.94
2.62
2.99
2.56
2.67

(ppm) Date
August 18
August 24
August 29
October 17

MlINGROVE

Time
1400
1200
1600
1200

SITE
Dissolved Oxygen
Content of Water

1.72
0.65
5.97
1.97

(ppm)

C\

"
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Figure 17. Burned mixed hardwood--cypress forest site.



TABLE 8. List of co~on plants on the burned nixed hardwood--cypress
forest site and their abundance expressed as a percent of the total
n~~er of s~~ple points where they occurred~
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WOODY PLANTS

TaxodiQ~ ascendens

Sabal pallnetto

Baccharis halimifolia

Persea borbonia

Salix caroliniana

~ rubrum

Cephalanthus occidentalis

HERBACEOUS PLANTS

Blechnum serrulatum

Saccioleois striata

Nymphaea odorata

Polygon~~ hvdrooiperoides

Hyptis alata

Pontederia la~celolata

Diodea virginiana

Mikania batatifolia

Canna f1accida

Boehmeria cvlindrica

Solidago stricta

Hydroles cor~hose

Melothria pe.~dula

ABUNDANCE

15.0

7.5

2.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

72.5

40.0

25.0

22.5

17.5

12.5

10.0

7.5

7.5

7.5

5.0

2.5

2.5

2.5
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the dry season. By late November the water level was again subsurface

and the soil was soggy. The dissolved oxygen measurements averaged

slightly higher here than on the adjacent plot (samples were taken at

the same time). This was possibly due to the more open canopy and

sparser ground cover, which may have resulted in a greater amount of

algal photosynthesis in the water.

The dwarf cypress forest site is located just north of the Collier

Dade Training Jetport in eastern Collier County. The vegetation is

predominantly widely scattered dwarf (pond) cypress (Taxodium ascendens)

with a herbaceous ground cover (Fig. 18). The plot includes part of

a small cypress dome. No Melaleuca were located on the plot; the

closest individuals were located along a disturbed roadside about 2 km

south of the plot. Common species on the plot are listed in Table 9.

The soil is an Ochopee fine sandy marl that ranges in depth from

only a few centimeters to over a meter. The topography change within

the plot is 22 em. Much of the soil is covered with a thick algal mat.

During the dry season as it beca~e separated from the soil surface the

mat dried out. Seedlings which germinated on t.his mat were s·ubject

to dessication as this process occurred. On sites in which the mat

was burned during the dry season, the chances of successful germina

tion would be enhanced. Burning would eliminate the mat, which acts

as a~ effective barrier between the Melaleuca seed and mineral soil.

Soil moisture levels presented in ?igure 19 show that noisture content

dropped steadily from January, rea8hi~g its lO~2st level in April when

the soil surface a~d algal ma.t '..Jere dry.

The \.-later table (Fig. 14) dropped to 90 era belo'.·] the surface

during late Narch, April, and earl2-: 1J21" This corresponded to the



Figure 18. Dwarf cypress forest site.
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TABLE 9. List of common plants on the dwarf cypress forest site and
their abundance expressed as a percent of the total number of sample
plots where they occurred.

WOODY PLANTS ABUNDANCE

Taxodium ascendens (trees) 45.0

72

Taxodium ascendens (seedlings)

Myrica cerifera

Chrysobalanus icaco

Ficus aurea

HERBACEOUS PL&~TS

Cladium jamaicensis

PaniClli~ virgatum

Paspalurn monstachyurn

Proserpinaca palustris

Cassytha filiformis

Nymphaea odorata

Stillingia sylvatica

Bacopa caroliniana

35.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

67.5

45.0

25.0

22.5

7.5

7.5

5.0

2.5
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Figure 19. Monthly soil mois:ure changes and length of flooding on
the dvarf cypress forest site.
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period when both the soil surface and algal mat were dry. During the

wet season the surface water level fluctuated between 25 and 30 en and

began to. recede in early Septe~ber. The period of flooding was five

to six months long. Dissolved oxygen contents (Table 7) were higher

than those recorded on the previous plots. 1"ne highest measurement was

4.45 ppm recorded at 2:00 PM. Other measurements taken in the afternoon

were at least 1.50 ppm less than this. If the higher levels are sig

nificant they can probably be attributed to the openness of the cypress

forest and the resulting photosynthesis of the submerged algal mat.

The wet prairie site is located just south of U. S. 41, 1.5 km

northwest of Forty-mile Bend in \~estern Dade. County. The dominant

species is Cladium jamaicensis (sawgrass). No woody vegetation was

located on the plot (Fig. 20). Other common species are listed in

Table 10.

The soil is a marl (probably of the Ochopee series) with an average

depth of 15 to 30 ern to limestone bedrock. The topography change from

the high to low point within the plot is 8 ern. Soil moisture measure

ments presented in Figure 21 shmv that there was considerable moisture

still present in the soil in ~~rch, April, and May, but due to ~~e

fine texture of this clay soil, the moisture may not have been readily

available to seeds.

Water table depths during the dry season were not obtainable be

cause the shallowness of the soil made it impossible to drive a pipe

into the grOlliid. The water level after Jur.e is illustrated in =igure

14. The surface water averaged about 20 cn in depth during the wet

season. This site is probably flooded longer than any of the ot~er

seven sites due. to t.he rele2.se of water into the EvergladeS National



Figure 200 Wet prairie site.
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TABLE 10. List of cornman plants on the ..et prairie site and their abun
dance expressed as a percent of the total number of sample plots where
they occurred.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS

Cladiurn j amaicensis

Rhynchospora tracyi

Utricularia biflora

Muhlenbergia capillaris
"

Bacopa caroliniana

Sagittaria graminea

Eleocharis cellulosa

ABUNDh"lCE

97.5

87.5

72.5

25.0

5,0

2.5

2.5
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Figure 21. Monthly soil moisture changes and length of flooding on
the wet prairie site.
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Park from Conservation Area 3. This tends to maintain high water

levels through the fall in this particular area. As of Novelt'ber 30

this site was still flooded \;it.l> 19 em of water. Dissolved oxygen

neasurements (Table 7) were the highest recorded on any plot. In some

cases the surface water was saturated, as indicated by late afternoon

readings as high as 9.49 and 8.17 ppm. Two of the lower readings were

recorded in the morning while a third was taken on a cloudY day. Pre

sumably the high dissolved oxygen levels resulted from the photosynthe

sis of the algal mat.

The mature cypress forest site is located within a cypress strand

approximately 5 km east of Monroe Station and south of u. S. 41 in

Collier County.. The predominant woody species are Taxodium ascendens,

Annona glabra L. (pond apple). and Fraxinus caroliniana. The more·

abundant species are listed in Table 11. The strand is characterized

by a tall overstory of nature cypress trees "'lith a scattered under

story of harcrNoods, a fer.., reaa.'1ing into the Im.,er canopy. T'ne strand

follows a long depression running in a northeast-southwest directiqn

and accounts for a considerable an'Dunt of \'later flm., from the Big

Cypress Watershed. The plot is located at the edge of a pond in the

center of the strand. Part of the plot extends into the shallm;er

portion of the pond \'lhe~e full sunlight is available, \-lhile most of

the plot is in dense shade (Fig. 22).

The soil is varicble in depth and oonsists of a muc<y peat ~ixed

\'lith sand which ove::-lis5 lir.-:estQ:12 bedrock. Topography change within

the plot is 49 cm~ 1:-:. ?ebr'..l2.~-Y and !·:arch the. soil \'las quit.e vICe. and,

except for the sl~fa~e litter, ~emain2c Doist throughout the drj sea-

son (Fie;. 23).
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TABLE 11. List of common plants on the mature cypress forest site and
their abundance expressed as a percent of the total number of sample
plots where they occurred.

WOODY PLANTS

Fraxinus caroliniana

Annona glabra

Ficus aurea

Taxodium ascendens

Sabal palmetto

Chrysobalanus icaco

HERBACEOUS PLANTS

Ludwigia repens

Nymphaea odorata

Blechnum serrulatlli~

Asclepias incarnata

Thalia geniculata

Rhus radicans

Mikania batatifolia

Hydrocotyle Q~ellata

Proserpinaca palustris

ABUNDANCE

7.5

7.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

27.5

20.0

10.0

7.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5



Figure 22. Mature cypress forest site.
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The "ater level (=ig. 14) during the dry season dropped belo,' the

depth of the pipe (75cm). The surface water rose to about 58 em during

the summer months and then began to drop off in September. By late

Novell'ber most of the site was still flooded with 35 em of standing wa-

ter at the center. of the plot, giving most of the plot at least a six-

month hydroperiod. Dissolved oxygen contents (Table 7) were quite low.

The highest measurement was 3.64 ppm, with rrost of the measurements

taken in the late afternoon when dissolved oxygen levels would be ex-

pected to be at their highest.

The mangrove site is located about 7 km northwest of Carnestown,

along U. s. 41 in Collier County. The dominant species (Table 12) are

white mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa Gaertu. f.) and open marshes of

Spartina spartinae, and Salicorn i a bigelovii. It is characterized by

dense patches of white mangrove that abruptly change to open salt

marsh (Fig. 24). Shallo'H mal"lgrove creeks or estuaries meander through

both vegetation types.

The soil is a fibrous brmm peat that held enough moisture even

during the dry season so that water could be squeezed out of it by hand.

The topography change "ithin the study plot is 12.5 em.

Water level changes are illustrated in Figure 14. The water table

remained at or near the surface during the drt season and the water

was probably brackish. During the ',,,et season an influx of fresh ·,.,ater

was received from the Fa..."rt.'!<ahatc.'l.ee Strand area and the water level

rose continuously during the st!.;.~=er months, reaching a ma.ximum 0:: 28

c:r.t in late August. Floocling besa~ a month sooner here than on

other sites, but by late :'Jove!':'.b~r the plot \'las no longer flooded.



TABLE 12. List of common plants on the mangrove site and their abun
dance expressed as a percent of the sample points where they occurred.
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~100DY PLANTS

Laguncularia racemos a

HERBACEOUS PLANTS

Salicornia bigelovii

Spartina spartinae

Paspalum vaginaturn.

ABUNDANCE

45.0

50.0

42.5

12.5



Figure 24. Mangrove site.
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Dissolved oxygen measurements Here variable, l,vith the results ra.:."1ging

from 0.65 ppm to 5.95 ppn.

The drained cypress forest site, which was established in August,

is located about 8 km northeast of the =mmunity of Golden Gate in

western Collier County. It is an artificially well-drained site

characterized by a relatively open stand of pole-sized cypress trees

(Fig. 25). No pine is located on the study plot, but the site area

includes a patchwo:rk of scattered pine (Pinus elliotii) and cypress

stands delineated by slight undulations in the topography. The under

story on the study plot is mostly grasses and herbs which include many

weedy species such as Baccharis halimifolia, Hypericum sp., and Foe

niculum vulgare. The more abundant species are listed in Table 13.

The soil is a deep sand that was moist (Fig. 26) through August,

but by October the surface was very dry. The November soil sample

'vas taken during a rainstorm which accounts for the increase obtained~

The water table (Fig. 14) was near the surface at mid-summer,

and for a brief period in August there was puddled surface water. Other

wise, the plot was effectively drained throughout the year.

Seeding Trials

Accurate seedling counts froT seed so'lln on the study plots were

difficult to ma~e due to the small size of the seedlings and the fact

that site conditions ch~lged considerably from visit to visit due to

vegetation groHth, v.iater level c:1.anges I and in some cases the devclop

I:'.ent of an algal raat that cove~ed the seedlir.gs. Consequently an

indLcated loss of seedlings actuall:::c may ha~le resulted from my inabi-

hility to relocate a seedling 2.2:.d not act ual Elortali ty. Only as the.



Figure 25. Drained cypress forest site.
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TABLE 13.
abundance
occurred ..

List of common plants on the
expressed as a percent of the

drained cypress site and
sample points where they
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their

~100DY PLANTS

Taxodium ascendens

Baccharis halirnifolia

Myrica cerifera

HERBACEOUS PLANTS

Eupatori~~ mikaniodes

Chloris neglecta

Pluchea rasea

Hyptis alata

Foeniculum vulgare

Eupatorium capilli folium

Cladiurn jamaicensis

Vitis aestivalis

Mikania batatifolia

Hypericlli~ fasciculat~~

ABUNDANCE

27.5

7.5

2.5

57.5

47.5

45.0

40.0

40.0

17.5

17.5

10.0

7.5

7.5
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Figure 26. Monthly soil moisture cha~ges ane length of flooding on the
drained cypress forest site.
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water level drops and seedlings grow will actual survival be known.

As shown in Table 14, seedlings were not observed on the pine

flatwood site until August 5, when four seedlings were recorded on two

subplots that were seeded in July. Apparently none of the previously

sown seed remained viable during the dry season to germinate when

moisture requirements became favorable. A seedling crop we,.' :cecorded

on August 31 from seed sown on August 5, but by October all of i:hese

seedlings had died and only one seedling remained from the .July 1.1

seeding. As of November 28 only one seedling that germinated fro~

seed sown in October was observed on the entire plot.

The results of the seedings on the mixed hardwood--cypn,.·'n site

are given in Table 15. The only germination recorded was betw~en

January and February when the soil was moist. In this case a. total

of 70 seedlings were observed on a total of four subplots. All of

these ~...ere lost either during the dry season, in the summer while the

site was flooded, or in the fall ,"lhen the water level dropped,.

The seeding results for the burned mixed hardwood--cypress site

are shown in Table 16. Twenty-eight seedlings were counted on ,July 12

resulting from the Nay seeding. Losses were recorded each succeeding

month. By October 17 only two of these seedlings remained. The heavy

algal bloom (which may have resulted from nutrients released by the

fire) made these counts unreliable by obscuring the seedlings~ No

germination occurred underwater stilisequent seedings. By late November

the site T,...·as no longer flo:Jded and seed germination \-,as recorded 0::1

subplots that had been seeded as e3.rly as July 12. All five subplots

s02ded in October support~d seedli~]s, and as many as 850 seedlinss



TABLE 14. Results of field seedings on the longleaf pine site.

DATE OF SEEDLING COUNTS

JAN 18 FEB 15 MAR 30 APR 26 HAY 24 JUL 14 AUG 5 AUG 31 ocr 17 NOV 28

JA..l\l 18 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FEB 15 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 ·0 0 0

Will. 30 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

APR 26 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0

MAY 24 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0

DATE l'lHEN SEE DE D
JUL 14 Seeded 4 1 1 0

AUG 5 Seeded 70 0 0

AUG 31 Seeded 0 0

ocr 17 Seeded 1

NOV 28 Seeded

'"o



TABLE 15. Results of field seedings on the mixed hardwood--cypress forest site.

DATE OF SEEDLING COUNTS

JA..1\! 19 FEB 16 MAR 31 APR 27 MAY 25 JUL 12 AUG 4 AUG 29 ocr 17 NOV 30

Jl\.1\! 19 I Seeded 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FEB 16 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MAR 31 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

APR 27 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0

MAY 25 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0
DATE WHEN SEEDED

JUL 12 Seeded 0 0 0 0

AUG 4 Seeded 0 0 0

AUG 29 Seeded 0 0

ocr 17 Seeded 0

NOV 30 Seeded

\!)
r-



TABLE 16. Results of field seedings on the burned mixed hardwood--cypress forest site.

DATE OF SEEDLING COUNTS

MAY 25 JUL 12 AUG 4 AUG 29 OCT 17 NOV 30

MAY 25

DATE WIlEN SEEDED

I Seeded 28 18 9 2 1

JUL 12 Seeded 0 0 0 95

AUG 4 Seeded 0 0 5

AUG 29 Seeded 0 36

OCT 17 Seeded 1330

NOV 30 Seeded

en
IV
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were recorded on a single subplot. This particular subplot was very

wet but not flooded when it was seeded in October.

The results of the seeding trials on the &varf cypress forest

site are gi van in Table 17. Seedlings were recorded from both the

January and February seedings; however, all of the seedlings died

during the dry season. No further germination was recorded until Oct

ober 16, when six seedlings were found growing on one of the subplots

that was seeded at the end of August. This particular subplot is

located on the edge of the 20 m by 20 m plot where the topography is

highest; consequently, as water leve 15 began to drop this subplot 'vas

one of the first to be exposed. "men this subplot was seeded in August

it was covered with 5 em of water. When this subplot was monitored

on October 16, this particular subplot was no longer flooded. The

soil was sa~urated and the seedlings were growing on the wet algal

layer. It is not known how soon after the seeding the water receded

or if the seeds germinated unde~vater. On November 30, 215 seedlings

were recorded on a total of four of the five subplots seeded in Oct

ober. Two of these subplots were still flooded. One hundred and

fourteen seedlings were counted on four subplots that were seeded as

early as August 28.

The results of the seeding trials on Lhe wet prairie site are

shoftln in Table 18. In narc"", 19 seedlings ~'iere recorded from the seeds

SO~'ln in February. In r·!arch the soil Has soggy ~..,et \<lith a thick e.lgal

mat on which the seedlings ~'lerE: g;.owing. None of these seedlings

survived the dry seaso~ a~d no f~~thcr g2rr.~~ation was not~d fro~ seed

SO·,·in either during the c:rJ seaso:: or" while the site \~'as flooded.

Germination resul::s on the ~·_.~~u~e ci'Fr~.-:;s forest site are given



TABLE 17. Results of field seedings on the dwarf cypress forest site.

DATE OF SEEDLING COUNTS

JA.'l 19 FEB 16 BAR 31 APR 27 HAY 25 JUL 12 AUG 3 AUG 28 OCT 16 NOV 30

JAN 19 i Seeded 180 120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FEB 16 Seeded 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HAR 31 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

APR 27 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0

HAY 25 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0

DATE WHEN SEEDED
JUL 12 Seeded 0 0 0 0

AUG 3 Seeded 0 0 3

AUG 28 Seeded 6 114

OCT 16 Seeded 215

NOV 30 Seeded

'!l

"



TABLE 18. Results of field seedings on the wet prairie site.

DATE OF SEEDLING COUNTS

FEB 16 MAR 31 APR 27 MAY 25 JUL 12 AUG 5 AUG 30 OCT 17 NOV 30

FEB 16

Dle

I Seeded 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MAR 31 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

APR 27 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0

MAY 25 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0

rE WI-lEN SEE DE D JUL 12 Seeded 0 0 0 0

AUG 5 Seeded 0 0 0

AUG 30 Seeded 0 0

OCT 17 Seeded 0

NOV 30 Seeded

'"lJ1
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in Table 19. Seedlings \....ere record~d in Harc..h from seed so~vn in Feb

.ruary. A month later the soil surface was still moist, but none of

the 75 seedlings could be relocated. Between March and ~pril a lush

growth of herbaceous plants developed on the forest floor, particularly

in the more open part of the plot. Presumably the Helaleuca seedlings

could not compete with these rapidly growing plants. No further ger

mination was re=rded either during the dry season or while the site

was flooded.

There was a noticeable water flO'.. through this plot during the

wet season; this flow would have been capable of floating seeds out

of the plot if they had been directly on the surface. Therefore, the

seeds \'lere presoaked for 24 hours before sO\oJing, enabling them to be

placed directly on the soil surface under the water. On the other

flooded plots the water was considerably shallower with no noticeable

flow, so the seed could be SO~tffi on the ~';-ater surface. Then, by agi

tating the water by hand the seeds would sip_,<.

The seeding results for the mangrove site are shown in Table 20.

No germination was recorded on this plot at a~y time during the year.

The results of the seeding trials on the drained cypress forest

site are given in Table 21. On August 28 a total of 280 individuals

were reoorded from the five subplots. These germinated from the

August 12 seeding. By October 15, only eight of these seedlings re-

mained alive; many of the others were found in a dessicated state.

Five other seedlings were recorded in October from -the August 28

seeding; hm-lever, in late :,loverr0~r no seedling3 remained on the plot.



TABLE 19. Results of field seedings on the mat~e cypress forest site.

DATE OF SEEDLING COUNTS

FEB 16 MAR 31 APR 27 MAY 25 JUL 12 AUG 3 AUG 31 OCT 17 NOV 30

I Seeded 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MAR 31 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

APR 27 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0

MAY 25 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0

m \'jlSN SEEDED JUL 12 Seeded 0 0 0 0

AUG 4 Seeded 0 0 0

AUG 31 Seeded 0 0

OCT 17 Seeded 0

NOV 30 Seeded

DA'

FEB 16

\D..,



TABLE 20. Results of field seedings on the mangrove site.

DATE OF SEEDLING COUNTS

JA.'l 19 FEB 16 MAR 31 APR 27 MAY 25 JUL 14 AUG 9 AUG 29 OCT 17 NOV 30

JAN 19 I Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FEB 16 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

~IAR 31 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

APR 27 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0 0

DATE WI-lEN SEEDED MAY 25 Seeded 0 0 0 0 0

JUL 14 Seeded 0 0 0 0

AUG 9 Seeded 0 0 0

AUG 29 Seeded 0 0

OCT 17 Seeded 0

NOV 30 Seeded

\J)

CiJ



TABLE 21. Results of field seedings on the drained cypress site.

DATE OF SEEDLING COUNTS

AUG 12 AUG 28 ocr 15 NOV 29

AUG 12

DNl'E WHEN SEEDED

I Seeded 280 8 0
c

AUG 28 Seeded 5 0

ocr 15 Seeded 0

NOV 29 Seeded

'"'"
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Fie1 d Plantings

Tree seedling survival for eac,. consecutive planting on each study

plot is illustrated in Figure 27. I,lean height growth as of Noverrber

30 for the surviving trees from each planting is shown in Figure 28.

In many cases the trees had several months of growth--either positive

or negative--before dying. Gains and losses of individual seedlings

that eventually died were not included in the calculation of mean

height growth. In other words, only those trees that survived until

Noventler 30 were used.

The seedlings from the March planting on the longleaf pine flat

wood site did not survive the first month. This mortality was probably

the result of transplantation shock during a time when the soil mois

ture content was very 10'4. T\40 seedlings survived the May planting

and as of late Novewber exhibited an average growth of minus 4 .. 5 crt.

The negative grotNth signifies that t...,.e tops of most of the trees died

back. All five seedlings from the July planting have survived and

they exhibited a growth of minus 8.8 em. None of the trees from t!lis

planting had positive growth. The seedlings appeared to be deficient

in nutrients; they produced small, pale yellowish-green leaves .. Sev

eral of the trees were badly damaged by insects.

On the mixed-hardwood cypress forest site one seedling from the

Barch planting survived Wltil July. 1'v....o other seedlings have survived

from the July planting. Their F.ea, height growth as of late Nove~er

VIas minus 11 em. From t,he P,ugust pla.""1ting, ;.,,.~ich included five c:~/

press seedlings in ac1cli tion to the ?':i;:~laleuca,· only O::1e individual of

each species has survived. ThE: single Eela.leu::a seedling has gro·,'.,on

21.5 em, Illhile the cypress seedling had a gro:,..;-th of minus 28.0 em.



Figure 27. Seedling survival on each study plot from the four planting
trials. Each bar represents one seedling. The length of the
bar indicates the time before the seedling was observed to
had died. The open ended bars indicate that the seedlings
were still alive on December 1. (LPF, longleaf pine flat
wood: MHC, mixed hardwood--cypress; BMHC, burned mixed hard
wood--cypress; DwCF, dwarf cypress forest; WP, wet prairie;
MCF, mature cypress forest; M, mangrove; DC, drained cypress).
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The seedlings planted on the burned mixed hardwood--cypress forest

site exhibited the greatest height growth of any of the plots planted.

It also had one of the best survivals. From the May planting, two

seedlings have survived. Their average height growth was 71.8 em.

All five seedlings from the July planting have survived, with an ave

rage height growth of 54.5 em, but only one of the August··l'la.nted

Melaleuca seedlings has survived, growing 61.5 em in three months.

Four out of five of the cypress seedlings are still growing and their

average growth as of late November was 8.5 em. The results obtained

so far on this plot are in sharp contrast to those of the adjacent

plot described above. Obviously, the burning with subsequent reduction

in competition and release of nutrients has had a noticeable effect

on both seed germination and seedling growth.

All five seedlings planted in March on the dwarf cypress forest

site did not survive the first month. However, tHO of the five seed

lings planted in May survived and grew an average of 12.5 em between

May and late November. From the July planting only one seedling was

lost. The remaining seedlings averaged 37.6 em of height ~rowth. No

plantings were underta~en in August. Most of the surviving Leedlings

appeared healthy throughout the summer months, but in late November

all were severely insect dalTIaged. Nost of the seedlings on this site

developed a ball of adventitious roots at the water surface.

None of the seedlings planted in March on the wet prairie site

survived the first Donth. One seedling has survived from the Hay

planting and as of late ~ovember had grown 40 CD. All five seed

lings from the July plan~ing have survived. They had an average

height grm·,th of 44.5 en. This ',.i':::'S the second best grow"th response
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obtained from any of the plantings on any of the sites. In Novenber

several of the trees were badly insect damaged~

One seedling from the March planting on the mature cypress forest

site survived'beyond September 1, but it could no longer be located on

October 17. One seedling from the May planting survived for five

months. Both the March and the May plantings took place while the

soil was moist. All of the seedlings were planted under~ater in July

and remained completely submerged until they died. Two of these sub

merged seedlings developed the dimorphically distinct leaves exhibited

by the submerged seedlings grown in the greenhouse. None of the seed

lings on this site exhibited any positive growth after they were

submerged, and all were dead by late November.

In addition to the seedlings planted on the mature ~,~ress forest

plot, 12 large seedlings averaging 125 em in height were planted in

July in the center of the open pond just outside of the s~udy plot.

Most of the trees were completely submerged but a few had their tops

out of the water. In October all of the trees were still alive, but

by November 30 they were dead.

On the mangrove site no seedlings survived either the March or

May planting. All five seedlings from the July planting survived

through August, but as of October 17 only two seedlings remained

alive. On November 30 one seedling was left and it had gro\<ll 20,0 cm

since it was planted in July.

One hundred percent survival was obtained on the drained cypress

forest site for both the cypress and ~'lelaleuca seedlings that T,'lere

planted in August. The nelaleuc~ seedlings averaged 23.3 ern of height

growth between August and November, while the cypress seedlings ave-

raged a minus 1.8 em (Fig. 29).



Figure 29. Planted cypress and Melaleuca seedlings on the drained
cypress forest site.
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SURVIVAL OF NATURALLY REGENERATED SEEDLINGS

The tremendous amount of Melaleuca reproduction observable in

many areas of Lee and Collier Counties usually results from massive

seed release following the burning of sites that already support at

least widely scattered mature Melaleuca trees. The question arises

as to the susceptibility of these sites to Melaleuca establishment.

In other words, do these sites regularly and uniformly present con

ditions favorable for ~elaleuca, or is the proper timing of seed

release accompanied with fire and proper moisture conditions only

infrequently met?

Objectives

The vast acreage of Lee and Collier Counties that burned during

the drought of 1974 presented an opportunity to observe Melaleuca

seedling establishro.ent after burning. This simple experiment was set

up to: (1) observe natural seedling survival on established Melaleuca

sites, and (2) to study seedling establis~.ent on the same sites from

seed sown later in the sea30n.

Procedure

Three different sites were lo::ated where ~·!c>laleuca was already

es"tablished and \vhich had burned duri~g the dry sea.son. Hassive seed

release had occurred on each of the sites and seedlings literally

107
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carpeted the ground~ The site locations \oie:re: #1, due west of Honroe

station in Collier County in an open glade surrounded by scattered

pine, cypress, and clumps of Helaleucai #2, south of Highway 846 north

east of Naples in Collier County, in mixed cypress and pine and

scattered Melaleuca; and #3, two miles south of Estero in Lee County

along U. S. 41, next to an old cypress dome now dominated by large

Melaleuca trees. On each of the sites, four 20 em by 20 em plots were

arbitrarily chosen so that naturally established seedlings were

uniformly dense on each of the plots. At the beginning of the experi

ment, the seedlings on one plot on each site were merely counted and

recorded. On the other three plots the seedlings were counted and

removed. Immediately, one of the cleared plots was seeded with

0.25 gram of Melaleuca seed. The second cleared plot was seeded in

the same manner after one month, and any response on the control a~d

the initially seeded plots was noted at that time. The third cleared

plot was seeded after approximately two months. Water level and

dissolved oxygen content measurements were also taken.

Results

The dates of initial establishment and successive treatments,

along with results and measurements, are sUIn.rn.ari,zed in Table 22. On

site #1, near Monroe Station, the control plot supported 45 seedlings

at the time of establishment. The water level was approximately 13.5

em above the surface and six of these seedlings l,",'ere eG1ergent, the

tallest being 16 em. After appro;<imately one nonth no seeds had

germinated lli~de~~ater and a secoDd seeding plot was set up. A month

and a ha.If la_-ter the soil surf3.c"" was Eloist and the originally seeded
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TABLE 22. Survival of naturally regenerated nelaleuca seedlings on
burned sites and the results of seedings on the sa~9 sites carried out
later in the wet season~

Site 1
Honroe Station (wet pra~r1e, pine, cypress)

Number of Seedlings Dissolved
Treatment Water Depth 02 Content

Date Control 1 2 3 (em) (ppm)

July 25 45 seeded 13.5 4.95

Aug. 31 45 0 seeded 13.0 1. 76

Oct. 17 40 3 30 seeded soil moist

Nov. 30 37 2 13 3 soil moist

Site 2
Highway 846 (Pine--cypress)

Number of Seedlings
Treatment

Date Control 1 2 3

July 25 78 seeded

Aug. 31 74 12 seeded

Oct. 15 50 21 45 seeded

Nov. 30 50 0 1 0

Water Depth
(ern)

1.0

0.2

soil moist

soil moist

Dissolved
02 Content

(ppm)

site 3
Estero (cypress dome)

Number of Seedlings Dissolved
Treatment I-later Depth 02 Content

Date Control 1 2 3 (ern) (porn)

July 27 90 seeded 12

Aug. 31 90 0 seec.ed 10 6.19

Nov. 28 63 0 4 seeded soil dry
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plot supported three seedlings. The second seeded plot supported

thirty seedlings. A third plot was seeded at this time. After four

months 37 seedlings remained on the control plot. The first, second,

and third seeded plots contained 2, 13, and 3 seedlings respectively.

On site #2, near Highway 846, the control plot supported 78

seedlings at the time of establishment. There were 2 em of standing

water at the time and all of the seedlings were underwater. A month

later 74 seedlings remained on the control plot. There was only 0.2

cm of standing water and all of the seedlings were emergent. From

the seeds sown on the first seeding plot, 12 had germinated. By Oct

ober 15, the soil was moist and 50 seedlings remained on the control

plot; 21 on the first seeding plot; and 45 on the second plot. A

third seeding plot was established.at this time. By late November

there were still 50 seedlings on the control plot, but only one

seedling remained on any of the seeded plots~

On the third study site, near Estero, 90 seedlings were growing

under 12 em of water on the control plot. O~e ~onth later there were

still 90 seedlings on the control plot, all still growing under 10

em of water. No germination had occurred on the initial seeding plot.

By late November there were 63 seedlings renaining on the control

plot, while the only seedlings established fro~ seedings occurred on

the plot seeded in late Augus"t, which contained four seedlings.



DISCUSSION.

Seed Germination and Seedling Survival

Several major factors control Melaleuca seed germination and seed

ling survival. These factors include moisture availability, water

level, hydroperiod, soil fertility, salinity, light, and competition

·with natural vegetation. In other words, a certain set of biological

and physical influences interact to define the conditions necessary

for Melaleuca germination and growth. Only in those areas where these

conditions are found will Melaleuca become successfully established.

Moisture Requirements

The germination experiments carried out in the laboratory demon

strated tha"t under ideal conditions Nelaleuca seed germination was

initiated rapidly, within three days, and that the germinating seeds

were very susceptible to dessication if moisture conditions were not

satisfactory. The fact that no germination occurred from seed sown

on the study plots during the dry season suggests that a seed crop

released and on the ground may be extremely vulnerable to the seasonal

vagaries of mo· sture availability. Germinatio~ ~ay be triggered by

a brief dry season rain, or possi~ly by de~ or fog; but moisture

levels would not be sufficient for co~tin~0d growth and survival.

Rapid germination after initial moisture application \.;ould be

an adva~tage to seed rel~ased at the begin~ing of the wet season.

III
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Abundant moisture would be available as practically daily rainstorms

develop and germination would probably occur before flooding. This

would tend to follow the sequence of events that occurs in the mon

soon climate where Melaleuca is native. Seasonal droughts provide

conditions for fire, which in turn results in seed release ~,d site

preparation just prior to the onset of the monsoon rains. Much the

same pattern exists in South Florida, especially as artificial

drainage has shortened the length of the flood period and increased

the incidence of fire.

Although both the laboratory and gree~~ouse experiments indi

cated that Melaleuca seeds will germinate und2rwater, this does not

seem to be the case under normal field conditions. No germination was

recorded on any of the sites while standing water was present. This

indicates that areas which are continually flooded during the wet

season do not normally present conditions favorable for Melaleuca

seed germination.

The low dissolved oxygen content characteristic of most swamp

waters may effectively inhibit or at least delay germination. Wnether

or not seed is destroyed under prolonged flooding is uncertain, but

on the burned study plot some germination did occur, after the drop in

water level, on subplots that were seeded as early as July_

Where seedlings were observed undenvater, germination probably

occurred prior to flooding, as for example fro:n the ~·Iay seeding on the

burned plot. In November, seedlings were also observed that were

growing undenvater on the dwarf cypress forest site. However, this

site probably \\las not flooded for at leas"t a. b:-:-ief period bet·..;een the
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October and November visits, and germination most likely took place

during this period. This is suggested by both the observation that

newly germinated cypress seedlings were growing underwater on the

site (cypress does not germinate underwater), and the fact that the

site was visited just after a cold front had dropped over 2.5 em of

rain over much of South Florida.

Except on the wet prairie site, the dissolved oxygen levels in

the water at each of the flooded study sites were relatively low.

Because Melaleuca seeds are minute there is a possibility that they

would lay entirely within a layer of anaerobic water that may exist

at the soil surface where little water movement and mixing would occur.

This may account for the lack of germination on flooded sites. In

some preliminary experiments, it was found that Melaleuca seeds would

germinate in six days in water with a dissolved oxygen content of

4.0 ppm, while no seed germination occurred after two weeks in water

with 2.5 ppm of dissolved oxygen.

Apparently germination and successful establishment will not

occur on sites while they are continually flooded during the wet

season nor on sites where the seed has laid on the ground through most

of the dry season. A favorable window for successful germination

exists only for brief periods confined to either the onset of the wet

season or after water levels recede in the fall. Prolonged conditions

favorable for germination would be fo~nd, therefore, only on those

sites where the soil surface is exposed but remains wet for long

periods of time.
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Hydroperiod and ~vater Level

In the varied-hydroperiod experiments undertaken in the greenhouse

the seedlings in the treatment that was alternated between submergence

and drainage every three days seemed less affected by submergence than

those in the treatment that was alternated on· a two week basis. The

seedlings of the first treatment broke the water surface more than a

month before those of the treatment that was alternated every other

week. This suggests that, even though the total number of days of

submergence was the same for both treatments, a fluctuating water

level or "noisy" hydroperiod is more favorable for Melaleuca than a

stable hydroperiod. These fluctuating water levels are characteristic

of those areas in South Florida that have been artificially drained,

and include those areas where Melaleuca has been actively invading.

For example, maximum recession rates of groundwater levels within the

Fahka Union--Golden Gate drainage system in Collier County are between

9.1 and 10.4 ern per day, while maximum rates for undrained areas of

the Big Cypress Swamp are between 2.1 and 4.0 ern per day (Carter et.

al., 1973). Drainage canals in some areas have also increased the

rate of surface flow one order of magnitude over the average of 0.5 kID

per day in the Big Cypress Swamp (Carter et. al., 1973), effectively

removing surface water at a rapid rate and causing dramatic fluctua-

tions in water levels and length of hydroperiod.

The fact that r-!elaleuca gro'..;th ceases or at least is significan-tly

slowed when plants are submerged was deoonstrated in both the greenhouse

experiRents and in the field on th9 burned mixed hardwood--cypress

site and mature cypress forest site r \·;here both the gCl:.Ii1.inated and some
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planted seedlings renained submerged throughout the wet season. Appar

ently, seedlings that do germinate underdater farm morphologically

distinct leaves. The greenhouse experiments also showed that seedlings

established under drained ,conditions loose their normal leaves upon

submergence, develop the tight clusters of morphologically distinct

leaves, and cease further growth. Flooding seems to have little no

ticeable effect on seedling growth once the apex of the shoot breaks the

water surface. An uninterrupted hydroperiod with a relatively con

stant water level would tend to ir~ibit seedling growth by keeping the

seedlings submerged throughout the wet season. A fluctuating water

level and sporadic flooding during the wet season would permit greater

growth and improve a seedling's chances of surviving the dry season.

On the wet prairie site the planted seedlings have been (or will

be) subjected to an eight to nine month inundation. Even so, both

height growth and survival have been good. This success may be the

result of two factors. First, there is a~ absence of any overtopping

vegetation, and second, increased stem elongation may have occurred

in response to the flooded conditions to facilitate gas exchange

through a greater number of larger intercellular spaces. Also, none

of these plants have produced any adventitious roots, indicating that

the high dissolved oxygen levels recorded are sufficient to maintain

the seedlings without their expe~ding energy to produce adventitious

roots. On the other hand, it see3S that this t)rpe of site \'lould rarely

present condi tions favoriJ.ble fo;:" :·:elaleuca gemination because tht~

hydroperiod is maintained (in t:lis case artificially) for a long p'2riod

of time. The period \'lhen a ne~"lly gCrP.1inated seedling could grot" suf

ficiently to overcome the effects of the prolo:1ged hydroperiod would
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be after burning, which would release nutrients and destroy the algal

mat. Still, the seedling would have to pass eight to nine months

under water in competition with a newly forming algal layer. These

conditions would be similar to the completely submerged treatment in

the greenhouse hydroperiod experiment where, over a period of a year,

a thick algal mat developed over bare soil and completely covered the

Melaleuca seedlings.

Where hydroperiods have been artificially extended, it seems un

likely that Melaleuca would ever become a problem. For example, parts

of Conservation Area 3A have been continuously flooded for the past

ten years. In fact, water levels have been maintained so high that

flooding has caused damage to most of the tree islands in the lower

third of Conservation Area 3A. This is readily apparent as one travels

through this area. On the other hand, the canal system that drains

this area tends to dry out the northern end of the Conservation Area.

It is in the northern third where scattered Me1aleuca trees are found.

Biologists of the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District

have noted that Melaleuca rapidly invaded Conservation Area 28 only

after the construction of a drainage canal lowered water levels (Di

neen, 1972).

Fire

Fire undoubtedly plays an active role in dete~.ining the distri

bution patterns of Helaleuca in S::Juth Florida. It is common to find

~·1'?' laleuca occupying the shallo',': F:)rtions of a cypress dome or strand 1

esp2ci<.~.11y where \·,ater levels ha'/"~ b2en 10l.·j2red. It can be conje8tured

that during dry periods surface soils are drier in the higher! better
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drained fringes of a s"trand or d02.2 than at its lower center, and fire

damage is incurred more frequently and severely at these fringes. In

the absence of Melaleuca these burned sites are reclaimed by cypress,

or, if affected by drainage, by pine. When a Melaleuca seed source is

present the rapid growth of Melaleuca can effectively preempt the site

from cypress. It should also be pointed out that after burning, which

normally would occur in the dry season, Melaleuca seed would be released

on the site at least six months before the cypress seed, which is not

released until the fall.

The effect of fire in the ecosystems of South Florida is insep-

arably linked to hydroperiod. As hydroperiods are shortened, acc~~u-

lated plant material and organic soils are subjected to greater degrees

of dessication for prolonged periods of time and the chance for des-

tructive fires is increased. The complete removal of annual flooding

on the drained cypress study plot has resulted in a build up of a

flammable ground cover (Fig. 30). Most of the cypress tr~es would

probably be killed if this site burned, while the nutrients released

would be available to plants colonizing the burned site. If these

nutrients had been available to the Melaleuca seedlings established on

the site, perhaps they would have stimulated enough growth during the

brief period when moisture conditions were satisfactory to survive

the dry season.

The influence of fire coupled with th9 effects of flooding se2~ to

have allowed Nelaleuca to beC0r.12 established on the burned mixed hard-

\>Tood--cypress site, \vhile a very sinilar adjacent sit_e that had not

been recently burned did not permi t nelaleuca establishment and t...·2.S not

favorable for l'!elaleuca g:'O'.·lth. Si.t~ prepai::-ation either by fire or
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Figure 30. Drained cypress forest study site showing the dense
herbaceous ground cover which increases the fire danger.

,
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mechanical disturbance which renoves litter ~d competing vegetation

is probably a prerequisite for '·'elaleuca invasion. A litter layer on

the forest floor may act as a physical barrier to Melaleuca seeds.

Seeds sown on a layer of litter, if caught within the litter, would

not encounter sufficient moisture for germination. Even seeds that

fall or are washed through the litter to mineral soil would probably

not be able t~ grow through the litter layer due to the minuteness

of the seedlings and the small a~ount of food reserves within the seed.

Fire effectively eliminates this barrier.

Even if a seedling does manage to get through the litter, it would

still be overtopped by the extant vegetation. This overtopping and

shading may have been the cause of both the poor survival and poor

growth obtained on the Q~burned mixed hardwood--cypress site. Mes

kimen (1962) pointed out that Nelaleuca tends to form even-aged starlds,

which suggests that Melaleuca is a shade intolerant species. In

testing the effects of shading on Helaleuca, ;·:eskimen (1962) found

that a comparison of seedling diamater and shoot growth of field-grown

sun and shade seedlings revealed little difference between the two.

Using controlled shading regimes ranging from full sunlight through

36 percent shade, 64 percent shade, and 90 percent shade, height growth

differences were also round to be insignificant; however, general ob-

servations suggested that stems of shade grm'ln seedlings Here weaker

than sun gro'tm seedlings. Dry h'2ight rneasurerr:e:nts of the roots and

shoots supported the hypothesis that more dry ~atter '-las being pro

duced in the stems of the shade::1 individuals at the expense of root

production.

Althou9'h l-lelaleuccl could probably be co:t.:;id~red shade intolercmt,
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as are most successional tree species, it seems quite possible that

Melaleuca could maintain a,d perpetuate itself on a site_ Few shade

tolerant species are observed growing within Melaleuca forests, possi

bly due to repeated fires sweeping through these stands. These fires

would help maintain low amounts of litter, would release seed and

nutrients, and eliminate any understory vegetation. Any canopy open

ings could probably be rapidly filled by newly germinated Melaleuca

seedlings. In dense stands there is probably a constant rain of

Melaleuca seeds released by natural pruning.

It is almost impossible to locate Melaleuca stands that do not

show evidence of recent burning_ Fire frequency may, in fact, be in

creased within stands due to the Melaleuca trees actually drying out

the soil surface sooner than normally would occur. Melaleuca and other

Myrtaceous tree genera, such as Eucalyptus, have reputedly been uti

lized to dry out wet areas. .fuether the transpiration rate of Mela

leuca is actually greater than cypress is not known, but in the case

of Melaleuca it would be a year round process, while cypress, which

loses its leaves, might tend to conserve moisture during the winter

months.

Due to their location in topographic depressions and because they

act as reservoirs of moisture, cypress strands and domes probably act

as effective fire brea~s. Very seldom would conditions exist for an

entire undrained cypress stra~d to burn to the extent that the vege-

tation would be significantly altered. This would tend to limit

Nela19uca to the fringes, which are more susceptible to fire damage.

Melaleuca, with its fire triggered seed release mechanism, thick

insulating bark, a:1d spro'..ltinfj ability 1 is o'!J-;..-iously a fire adopted
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species~ In fact, Nelaleuca may depend on fire for its competitive

advantage over other species. Perhaps without the weakening effect of

severe fires on the native vegetation the extent of Melaleuca in South

Florida would be significantly less. Not only must the fire release

Melaleuca seed and produce a favorable seed bed but also it must elim

inate much of the competing vegetation.

For example, at the burned mixed hardwood--cypress site the fire

and subsequent flooding had several marked affects which resulted in

the successful germination and rapid height growth of Melaleuca. First,

the fire effectively removed the ground cover and competing vegetation.

Second, nutrients released from the burned vegetation and litter were

available for both germinating seedlings fu,d planted seedlings. Third,

fire damage to overtopping trees and shrubs opened the canopy, result

ing in a greater input of solar energy. Finally, flooding effectively

checked the encroachment or reinvasion of many other herbaceous plants

so that in the fall, after the soil was again exposed, much of the site

was still unoccupied by competing vegetation. It remains to be seen

if the many seedlings now established from seed can survive the dry

season. The uninterrupted five to six month long flood period, which

curtailed growth of submerged seedlings and postponed further gemi

nation until late fall, may still prove to be the factor that prevents

Melaleuca from taking over the site.

It i.s impossible to find Hela.leuca gro'."ing on sites y:here

some sort of disturban,:e has not o,::curred. Changes in the hydroperiod

and destruction of exis-ting vt2get2tion Se2El. to be prerequisites for

any sort of Melaleuca invasion. It seems unlikely that cypress \,:ould

be able to reproduce and successfuJly comp-~t'2 \·,ith t-!21aleuca on drained
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sites, even if the cypress are not killed by fire. The alteration of

the hydroperiod would make it extremely difficult for cypress to com

plete germination. The cypress seed, which is normally released in

the fall, would encounter a dry soil surface or one that is only

infrequently moist.· Langdon (1955) noted that the main requirement

for cypress seed germination is abundant moisture for a period of one

to three months. The seeds will not germinate if submerged, but will

remain viable underwater. Normally; cypress seed would either fall

on wet soil or into receding flood waters and germinate as soon as

saturated conditions were alleviated.

Site Susceptibility to Melaleuca Invasion

Field observations tend to support the hypothesis that the types·

of sites most suitable for Melaleuca invasion are those areas with

periodic shallow surface flooding during the wet season. Here, even

minor water level fluctuations periodically expose the higher areas,

but the surface seldom if ever dries out or is subjected to extended

flooding during the wet season (rigs. 31 and 32). The vegetation

most commonly found under these conditions is either a mosaic of cy

press and pine stands or mixed stands composed of these two species.

These mixed stands and mosaics are commonly found on the acid sands

of western Lee and Collier Counties and extend into the Big Cypress

region. Much of the drained area of the Fahka Union--Golden Gate

canal complex supports this typ~ of vegetation. Some of the pin9 sites

and excessively drained cypress stands nay no,." be too dry for success

ful I-1elaleuca establisrlJ."'{lent, but Duch of this area is probably very
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Figure 31. Me1a1euca seedlings on an ideal site for successful
establishment. These sites frequently support as many
as 2000 seedlings per m2•
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Figure 32. Dense Melaleuca reproduction in a drained (but periodi
cally flooded) and burned cypress forest.
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susceptible to Melaleuca invasion as moisture conditions are ideal

and fires are now more frequent.

Observations made at the transition zone between Melaleuca st~~ds

and native vegetation seem to indicate that Melaleuca occupies the wet

pineland sites and those cypress sites which are most frequently

drained and burned. In other words, Melaleuca may be invading those

parts of the habitats of both pine and cypress that are not particu

larly favorable for either.

The same thing can be said of the transition zone between cypress

and wet prairie, and pine and wet prairie. Melaleuca is found to

occupy the higher, more frequently exposed sites in the wet prairies.

It would be extremely unlikely to find Melaleuca growing in a slough

that is wet most of the year. A reconnaissance of Conservation Area

3A in Dade County by airboat during the wet season showed that only

in a few places had ~lelaleuca become established. It can be conjec

tured that these few stands bec&~e established during a severe drought

followed by fire, or when water manipulation.produced unusually low

water levels, and that their future spread is essentially held in

abeyance until these conditions again present themselves. Water level

at the time of observation was over a meter deep and the one large

stand of Melaleuca that was fOQ~d appeared to be breaking up. Many

of the trees in the center of the stand had fallen, producing an impen

etrable mass of dead or down trees (Fig. 33). The standing trees

exhibited massive ~ounts or adv2~titious roots; sow8 of the roots

\.;ere woody and sev2ral centimetc:.t"s in dia.rnetel·, suggesting that Hater

levels had been high for SO!7l2 tin~ (Fig. 34). These trees could easily

be pulled out of the ground by h~~Dd, even though some were over 15 em



Figure 33. A Melaleuca stand in Conservation Area 3A. (a) View of dome
like appearance of stand. (b) Interior of stand showing fallen,
dying trees. This stand appears to be dying because of contin
uously high water.
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Figure 34. Large, woody adventitious root typical of those commonly
found on Melaleuca growing on continuously flooded sites.
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in diameter, indicating that they had either failed to produce adequate

root syste~s or that their root systems had died due to the continu

ously flooded conditions.

Sites that are unflooded throughout the year may only present con

ditions favorable for germination for brief periods during the wet

season, and would rarely exhibit satisfactory moisture conditions re

quired for growth and survival. The longleaf pine flatwood study site·

is an example of an area that is normally too dry for Melaleuca. Slash

pine flatwoods (Pinus elliotii) are probably more favorable for Mela

leuca establishment because they tend to occupy soils that are not

only subject to occasional surface flooding but also remain wet for

longer periods of time.

Many of the artificially drained cypress and slash pine forests

in Collier County are probably now very similar to the drier longleaf

pine sites. A considerable portion of western Collier and Lee Counties

consists of these dry longleaf pine flatwoods, and very little ~lela

leuca invasion has occurred. Those Melaleuca trees that are found to

exist as either isolated individuals or stands that are usually re

stricted to definite depressions where moisture and possibly nutrients

collect.

The longleaf pine site was not only unfavorable for Helaleuca seed

germination (almost none occurred) I but seedling growth was very poor

there as well. Seedling survival was high, but the seedlings appeared

to be "nutrient-deficient, unhealthy, and insect-da~aged. On the other

hand, Nelaleuca seedling gro'.vth or. the drained cypress si te \'las con-

siderably better. Tnis probably indicates that there ar~ significant

soil differences bett-leen th232 t,·;o dry sites and if woisture cor:di lions
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occasionally become satisfactory on the drained cypress site, it would

be much more susceptible to Nel2.1euca invasion~

The mature cypress forest obviously does not normally present con

ditions favorable for successful germination or subsequent growth of

~~laleuca. Even though many of the planted seedlings survived a good

part of the wet season underwater, the hydroperiod on this site is

relatively long and as the water level drops in the fall, flow through

the site practically ceases; the water then becomes stagnant and oxygen

depleted. The dense shade over much of the plot would probably also

be a factor limiting growth of any emergent seedlings.

Although Melaleuca seedlings have become established during the

late fallon the dwarf cypress forest site, it seems unlikely that

they will survive the dry season. Seedlings established from seed as

early as November the previous year were all dead by March. Perhaps

fire that would remove the thick algal mat and· release nutrients would

be sufficient to open this site to Melaleuca. Even though the planted

seedlings have been heavily insect-damaged, growth has been good.

The general lack of any germination and the survival of only one

planted seedling on the mangrove site suggests that, at least in this par

ticular case, salinity may be an important factor limiting the

encroachment of Melaleuca into mangrove-dominated areas. The survival

that did occur resulted from a mid-wet-season planting when there was

a significant. fresh Hater input; ho".....ever, the entire site VIas flooded

at this time so favorable conditions for germination did not exist.

The single surviving seedling has produced s~naller I thicker than normal

leaves in response to ",,'hat is p:r~obably slightly brackish .....·ater ~ The

possibility that Nelal~uca might inv.::de mangrove sites Has suggested
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by the areas that it inhabits in Sou'theast Asia. Although no signifi

cant Melaleuca invasion of mangrove areas has yet been noted anywhere

in Florida, mangrove sites do vary considerably as to salinity, soils,

and species. Due to this variability the study site may not have been

representative of much of the mangrove areas in South Florida. Perhaps

seeding and planting trials should be tested on a buttonwood site

(Conocarpus erectus) because this species occupies the "backmangrove"

in South Florida.

Qualitative Melaleuca Model

The basic factors affecting the ability of Melaleuca to invade

an ecosystem are summarized in the energy flow diagram in Figure 35.

Water level is considered to be the principle factor controlling the

type of vegetation that a site will support and the vulnerability of

a site to Mela1euca invasion.

If water levels are high the native vegetation types, utilizing

the nutrient resource released through decomposition, will continue to

grow and perpetuate themselves. However, when water levels are lowered

by artificial drainage and litter levels are high severe fires occur

which consume the litter and destroy much of the vegetation. If 1-1ela

leuca is already on the site, seed will be released. If moisture

levels then fall within the range described as favorable for Me121euca

establishment these seeds will successfully germinate~ Even though

drainage has occurred and fires are frequent the Qoisture levels re-

qui red for !J1elaleuca I\lclY not b'2 p:cesent a!1:1 the seed crop o;.·/ill be

lost.

If N?laleuca does becom~ e3-:::'.;~blisheci i:. is still dependent OLl the
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water level for its continued ability to utilize the resources. If

water levels again rise, conditions may becom~ ~~favorable for conti-

nued growth and the trees will die out. (These water conditions are

independent of the conditions required for germination.) If Melaleuca

is not present on a site at the time of burning any influx of Melaleuca

is dependent on the outside seed source and favorable moisture con

ditions.

The crux of the Melaleuca problem in South Florida seems to be

related to the presence or absence of these favorable moisture re

quirements for germination and the degree to which sites are subject

to flooding and burning. Because this field study has not yet been

carried through the complete cycle of wet and dry seasons it is diffi

cult to draw any final conclusion abou·t favorable sites for Melaleuca

establishment and what combination of site conditions are- required.

However, certain trends are evident and tentative conclusions can be

made.

(1) It seems unlikely that seed germinated during the winter

months on any of the sites described will survive, while seeds

released during the dry season may not remain viable for ex

tended periods.

(2) Survival and growth seem to be better on open, disturbed sites

than on undisturbed and densely v2getated sites.

(3) Seeds apparently do not normally germinate underwa·ter under

field conditions, thus, 2reas th2t a~e no~ally flooded quickly

after the initial rains begin may not be conducive to germina

tion; the higher, morc irregularly flooded sites are probably

more favor2.ble.
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(4) Soil fertility may affect the ability of seedlings to grow

rapidly enough to survive dry periods; in na,y cases the nu

trients released from burning may be a sufficient impulse to

stimulate the required growth.

(5) Newly germinated seedlings appear to be able to withstand

submergence for extended periods, while larger seedlings

appear to be relatively unaffected by waterlogged soils, but

will develop dimorphically distinct leaves and for all prac

tical purposes cease growth if submer-ged.

This study, at its present development, ta,tatively supports the

conclusion that conditions for Melaleuca establis~ent, even on dis

turbed sites, are present for only a limited a~o~~t of time each year

and that these conditions are critical and ~ust be met. Certain site

conditions which may have been increased in area by hunan activities

have resulted in an increase in the area occupied by sites which are

susceptible to invasion. Due to Lhese alterations in the environment,

the effective range ,of Melaleuca has been extended and probably in

cludes much of the drained areas of western and central Collier County,

especially those sites that support cypress fo~est, while undisturbed

areas of native vegetation will probably be relatively free of Melaleuca.

Management Alternativ~s

Direct control of Melaleuca is extre~ely c.ifficult.. The use of

fire releases seed and normally doe.s not kill ~~~ tree3. Cutting a~d

rer:lOval does nothing but stimul~te sp!:"outir:;, 2....'l.c1 :·:elale'.J.ca is a pro-

lific sproutcr (Fig. 36). It sprouts fro:1. th"O:: ::-:3.inster:l and branches

a:t~r the top has been killed by frost, fire, C~ :elling. The sprouts



Figure 36. Burned stand of Melaleuca. (a) Immediately after the fire,
(b) three months later.
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usually occur just below the point of damage. Saplings less than a

centimeter in diameter sprout at ground level (Meskimen, 1962). Root

sprouts or suckers have not been observed by me, but nurserymen use

cuttings of immature wood or bits of slender roots laid horizontally

on the soil to propagate Melaleuca (Morton, 1966).

Due to its rapid growth, long succulent growing regions are main

tained throughout the year, but these are invariably killed back

during frost periods. The multiple-stemmed individuals are probably

produced when seedlings are killed back to ground level and subsequently

sprout. These multiple-stemmed trees are frequently observed in the

more northerly extent of the range of Melaleuca, where frost is more

frequent. Meskimen (1962) pointed out that in 1958, a group of 30 to

45 em tall seedlings was planted in the Austin Cary Forest in Alachua

County. In January 1959 they were all killed back to ground level by

subfreezing temperatures, but by March each stem had produced sprouts,

and within eight weeks these sprouts exceeded the height of the origi

nal seedlings.

Stump sprouts on large trees develop rapidly after felling,

growing through several inches of bark. Ifnen trees are incompletely

severed, bulldozed, or windthrown, sprouts develop along the dorsal

surface of the stem, producing several new sterns where only one had

existed before (Meskimen, 1962). These sprouting characteristics

preclude most conventional means of control. Complete cutting produces

stprnp sprouts and releases seed, while bulldozing or incomplete felling

produces a greater number of new vigorous stems. Burning releases

seed, induces sprouting, and reduces comp8tition. The success of

herbicides has b8en limited. It is not unco~Tton to find Melaleuca
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stands greatly increased in size by an uninfo~ed attempt to control

them by cutting or burning (Fig. 37).

At this late date· the probability of cO:1trolling /1elaleuca over

extensive areas· is limited. Its outright elimination, except on a

small scale, seems nearly impossible. Mela1euca will have to be ac

cepted as part of the landscape. Beyond this acceptance there are

possibilities for land and water management programs that may hinder

its spread and provide for its exclusion from such areas as Everglades

National Park, the Conservation Areas, and the undrained regions of

the Big Cypress Swamp. These areas, relatively free from Melaleuca

at the present time, could continue to be maintained in some semblance

of their original vegetation.

From the data collected thus far, several management possibilities

are apparent. The feasibility of the suggestions offered here, along

with any other management schemes that may develop, should be tested

on a small scale before their widespread application is considered.

It must be remembered that due to South Florida's unique environment,

the effects of any local manipulation of water levels, hydroperiods,

fire, and the use of herbicides-, etc. can have far reaching effects

in both the natural and h~~an aspects of the ecosystem.

Within the natural preserves of South Florida it appears likely

that an integrated progra~ of both water &~d fire management, coupled

with vigilance and the assQ~ption tha~ an u~disturbed ecosystem is

relatively resistailt tc invasio:1 t ca.:--, exclud2 ~':81aleuca from these

areas. In other words, those f2.c:ors \,..hich sive Nelaleuca a compe-

titive advantage over a particulct!'.:' na'tive vegetation type could be

controlled. This does not meanl fo~ exa~ple, a retur.n to fire co~trol,



Figure 37. Melaleuca stump sprouts six months after a control
cutting, Koreshan State Recreation Area, July 1974.
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but ratller the selective use of fire in those areas which regularly

present favorable conditions for t·!elaleuca establishment and are close

to a seed source. The rapid invasion of a burned site will not nor

mally occur unless there are already Melaleuca trees on that site to

provide an input of seed. Large areas of the Everglades National Park

could burn severely without ever incurring anything approaching a

Melaleuca replacement of the native vegetation, even if site conditions

are favorable. A seed source does not exist within the park at this

time. All that could occur is the establishment of a few individuals

from errant seed. These could be eliminated either by uprooting and

removing or by using a combination of cutting and direct application

of herbicide. Only if this initial establis~~ent is ignored would the

possibility of uncontrollable invasion exist, assuming the other con

ditions, including site disturbance and appropriate soil and water

conditions exist.

In susceptible areas supporting widely scattered Melaleuca, when

soil conditions are such that an early seed fall would not encounter

conditions favorable for survival, early season prescribed burning

might be used as a seed release mechanism. Much of the drained cypress

area in Collier County will burn in the fall. This would put the seed

on the ground at a time when the seedlings would be subjected to lli'

satisfactory moisture conditions. Also, frequent fall burning in these

areas would tend to favor pine. Fuel reduction and site preparation

at the time of pine seed release ':'Jould enhaTlce pine establish..'nent and

reduce losses from severe burning. 'Jn19ss attempts are made to slotV'

runoff through drainage canals, ei~h2r by special structures or possibly

by u~; ing aqua.tic vesretation to slo'",' '..;,:;,.ter flo',-] through the canals, the
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cypress forests in much of vlestern Collier COWlty can probably be

written off to pine, hardwoods I or Helaleuca. The decision \'lould have

to be made whether to favor hardwoods through fire control, or pine by

late fall burning. Neglect would open much of this area to Melaleuca.

Water management poses a problem in that much of South Florida

has already been affected by drainage, and even in areas where a fair

degree of freedom does exist, severe drought conditions periodically

occur. Any water manipulation program must be designed to alter the

hydroperiod so that the time between severe fires is lengthened and the

loss of organic soils through burning and oxidation reduced. However,

it is important to emphasize that the management of water levels and

hydroperiod could have drastic effects on the desirable environmental

characteristics which ecosystem managers are trying to maintain in

South Florida. ~~~ipulation for the sole purpose of checking the

spread of Melaleuca should not be considered as a management goal.

There exists another management possibility that could be imple

mented on a limited scale. This would involve the use of existing

Melaleuca stands, especially those around the Naples and Fort Myers

areas, as receptors of secondary treated sewage (Fig. 38). The feasi

bility of using wetlands, especially cypress domes, as seHage receptors

and nutrient filters is presently being tested at the University of

Florida. Most wetland areas have been recognized as efficient nutrient

filters and water purifiers~ The possibility exists not only for the

use of Helaleuca S'tJilillPS for this purpose but also for using sewage

effluent as an eventual means of eliminating :·:elaleuca over limited

areas. Se'idage efflueEt could be. p:..:...::,ped into some of the large former

cypress strands and domes that are r:.O\-; dominated by 1,1e 1a 1euca. The
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Figure 38. Mature Me1a1euca forest at Six-mile Cypress Strand,
southeast of Fort Myers. This is the kind of Me1a1euca
forest which might be useful for recreation or sewage
disposal.
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successional nature of Nelaleuca \<Jould at the onset ma.1.::.e it particu

larly suited to utilizing this nutrient input.

On the other hand, it has been found that the dissolved oxygen

content in cypress domes receiving sewage effluent approached zero

during a 24 hour period (Sidney Cowles, Center for Wetlands, University

of Florida, per. com.). Perhaps if Melaleuca swamps were continuously

flooded with water containing sewage effluent, the low dissolved oxygen

levels might eventually kill the Melaleuca. The greenhouse experiment,

involving the manipulation of dissolved oxygen levels, failed to demon

strate a short term effect of high and low dissolved oxygen levels on

Melaleuca growth; however, it is suspected L~at this experiment may not

have been carried out for a sufficient length of time to get a differ-.

ential response. The field observations in Conservation Area 3A

suggest that Melaleuca cannot tolerate a continuously flooded condition

with low dissolved oxygen levels. In addition, if high water levels

were maintained for extended periods of time the possibility of both

frequent burning and successful reproduction would be greatly reduced.

Once -Melaleuca trees are killed in a stw,d receiving water containing

sewage effluent, the water levels could be lowered briefly and the sites

replanted or seeded to cypress. From then on water levels and sewage

input could be manipulated in such a way that cypress would be favored.

Another management alternative might be the actual maintenance

and use of existing Melaleuca stands for forest products and recreation.

A mature Melaleuca forest provides a~ aesthetically pleasing environ

~ent with a relatively open forest floor. Forests such as these which

are located ne.ar densely populated urban ar,::as could be used as city

an.d county parks and recreation areas.
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Future Spread in South Florida and Environmental Impact

The consideration of the spread of l-1elaleuca as solely a biogeo

graphical problem has been avoided in this study. I feel that

alterations in the ecosystems of South Florida have been responsible

for the rapid spread of Melaleuca, rather than the mere presence or

absence of a Melaleuca seed source. Those areas in South Florida that

do not at present support Melaleuca probably do not because their

natural state has not been sufficiently altered to present conditions

conducive to Melaleuca establishment, or at least the time lag between

disturbance and invasion has been too short to realize the effects.

The occurrence of prevailing winds, waterflow, and other geographical

conduits and barriers are not looked upon as being the principal fac

tors controlling the patterns of l1elaleuca establishment that exist.

The.Everglades National Park, Conservation Area 3, a~d the eastern

portion of the Big Cypress Swamp do not support lar.ge st~~ds of l1ela

leuca because it cannot compete and cannot become established under

the conditions that are normally present there. The isolated stands

and individuals that are occasionally found are probably not the

incipient precursors of a dramatic change taking place, but are rem

nants of what had once been a favorable site for a short period of

time when a chance seeding took place. Melaleuca should be looked

upon as a weed, an aggressive invader of unoccupied, disturbed sites,

not as an active invader of undisturbed, natural ecosystems. It seems

unlikely that any of the areas not presently being colonized by Nela-

leuca have not at some time received an input of Melaleuca seed~

Only after a site has been disturbed viill !·;elaleuca be successful.

In other words, Melale~ probably occupies, and will continue to
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occupy, ·those areas in South Florida that n-::~,ally s\.l,?port ·,,'eedy species;

like\<lise, !'~elaleuca will, once established, prooably occupy a site for

a long time.

Casual observations have led to the conclusion L~at Melaleuca

stands are practically devoid of animal life, and ~~at its continuous

spread will result in a pauperization of native fauna through the

elimination of their habitat. The belief that direct destruction of

wildlife habitat is caused by the replacement of native_vegetation

with Melaleuca is probably a fallacy. Much of the fauna of South

Florida's wetlands is dependent upon and genetically programmed to a

specific hydr.operiod spectrum to carry out e~eir life cycles. If in

deed there is a paucity of wildlife in Melaleuca dO::1inated ecosystems,

the cause may well be the destruction of wildlife habitat through

drainage and hydroperiod alteration. The fact that ~elaleuca tends

to invade these disturbed areas might be incidental to the loss of

wildlife diversity. Perhaps the alligator is not nOr::1ally found in

Melaleuca swamps because the water so vital for its existence has

already been drained away.

The difficulties encountered so far in the atte~?t to establish

Melaleuca on a variety of undrained, unburned sites suggests that if

an ecosystem is managed for these native vegetation t}~es, and if

major permanent disruptions in their natural influences are prevented,

then they will be relatively effective in Ex::luding :·:elaleuca. A

difficult problem for the ecosyste~ Danage~ is to Ge~e~ine what types

and degrees of manipulation arc necessary to ~aintain the native vege-

tation. A prevalent land manage~~nt policy th~se cays is to manage

natural preserves not only a3 cntiti2s sep~~te frc2 t~eir surrounding
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ecosystems but also as museums _ This II as the first \"hite man saw it ll

syndrome is inconsistent with basic ecological principles and probably

is in the long run detrimental to the enviroQ~ent. Vegetation cannot

be manipulated to remain in a static state or return to some historic

condition without tremendous energy inputs to divert or reverse the

natural energy flows within the ecosystem. Most natural preserves in

South Florida are so tightly linked to the surrounding ecosystems that

those changes occurring outside of their aili~inistrative boundaries

greatly affect what happens inside. These areas should be looked upon

as dynamic systems changing not only due to m~~-caused manipulation

but also through long term climatic, geologic, and biologic changes.

The ecosystems should be managed to maintain the diversity necessary

for stability. In other words, they should be managed for healthy,

not historic, ecosystems~
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